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Abstract

The objective of this project is to study the accuracy and behaviour of the Philips Standard
Logic IC models in a customer environment. From Philips Communication Systems in
Hilversum an relevant application was taken. A microprocessor driving a set of ORAMs
over long PCB traces by means of a buffer. On the PCB level high speed digital signals
have been measured, at the buffer input and output, the power supply, the through via and
the input ofthe DRAM, respectively, both rising and falling edge. The customer application
measured has been simulated as accurate as possible, while using the customer output
buffer model and the designer output buffer model. As high speed digital signals exhibit
transmissive behaviour, transmission line models for the PCB traces as supported by the
simulator Pstar have been used. Although on the edge of being visible in the measurements,
as the rise time of the output buffer virtually equals twice the propagation delay of the PCB
trace, all analog side effects appear in the simulation. Effects like signal delay, heavy
loading of the output buffer by the low characteristic impedance, reflection in case of
mismatch between characteristic impedance and termination resistance can only be
described by means of transmissive behaviour. Ouring the model development process,
several adaptations have been tested. Since just an ideal voltage source proved to be
numerically instabie, the power supply had to be modelIed accurately. The local 7t-filter
near the IC is represented by non-ideal inductors, capacitors and transmission lines, apart
from the ideal voltage source at the end of the line. This is important, owing to the fact
that the speed of CMOS is dependent on absolute supply voltage and sensitive to supply
voltage variation. The latter is causing local feedback, slowing down the buffer, which is
shown in the simulations. The through vias are incIuded as lumped 7t-filters. Lumped,
because of their small size. The DRAM has been modelled as an input capacitance with a
pin inductance, which worked very weIl. More complex models did not. Much effort has
been put into the leadframe model, being a souree of numerical instability. The gold
bonding wire is incIuded as an inductance and a resistance, the latter providing necessary
damping. As oscillations occurred in the GHz range, for which the lumped model is no
longer valid, the lumped inductor/capacitor model of the leadframe is replaced by a
transmission line model. In general can be stated that an ideal element as an inductor and
voltage source are numerically instable, and physically non-existent. The measurement tools
used had a lot of influence on the resulting waveforms as appearing on the oscilloscope.
Filtering occurs by the probe and the oscilloscope owing to their limited bandwidth.
Modelling the probe has been cumbersome. As this produced the best results, finally the
simplest model- a cascaded network oftwo parallel resistors and capacitors - was adopted.
The nominal case of the customer output buffer model and designer output buffer model
show almost ~imilar waveforms when subjected to the same model of the customer
environment, but the level of the customer model deviates by ten per cent. Therefore the
customer output buffer model may be assumed as areasonabIe approximation of the
designer output buffer model, which in turn describes the measurements quite accurately.
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Introduction

1 Introduction

The Product Group Standard Logic of Philips Semiconductors has a design and
production facility for logic IC's in Nijmegen. For design purposes Philips uses the exact
functional schematic of a circuit and elaborate models of the transistors. This designer
model is very demanding on computational capability.

It is the intention of Philips to make the circuit modeIs available to all customers to aid
design. For that purpose the circuit models should not exceed the computational
capability of a Pc. Therefore the circuit schematics have been simplified while retaining
their specific characteristics. Furthermore the simpier transistor models of the circuit
simulator SPICE are used to reduce complexity. In addition the IC package parasitics
have been modelled. Thus a customized model has been created which is available now
and is ready for testing.

The objective of this project is to study the accuracy of models of Standard Logic ICs
in a customer environment. At Philips Communication Systems in Hilversum an
interesting application was found: a microprocessor driving a set of DRAMs over long
PCB traces through a buffer. On PCB level high speed digital signals have been
measured. Directly from the drawing of the multilayer layer PCB a transmission line
model of the PCB has been constructed. Bath the customer IC output buffer model and
the PCB model have been joined in order to describe the digital signals on the PCB.
Also verification of the customer IC output buffer model has been made using the much
more accurate designer IC output buffer model.



Transmission lines

2 Transmission lines

For a long time digital systems could simply be considered by means of zeroes and ones.
Nowadays the peculiar occurrence of analogue phenomena in digital systems becomes
ever more important. A voltage level is no longer instantaneously here as weIl as there.
Distance and time delay play an important role, and the voltage level behaves like an
electromagnetic wave which propagates along a line. Also wave phenomena as reflection
occur, seriously undermining the signal integrity. For good understanding these
phenomena some basic knowledge of transmission lines is of vital importance.

2.1 Lumped versus distributed model

In circuit theory the physical size of circuit elements is disregarded. Also the
interconnection, mostly a PCB trace, is regarded as a sizeless node. This point of view
is referred to as "lumped model", in contrast to the "distributed model", which includes
size. The consequence is that time delay over a long line is no issue in the lumped
model, and signal distribution is instantaneous at all points of the circuit in the lumped
model. At low frequencies this is a valid assumption, at high frequencies this is no
longer valid. The distribution becomes visible when size is in the order of I/l 0
wavelength. For digital circuits, in time instead of size: distribution is visible when the
rise time (tr) is shorter than or equal to twice the propagation delay.

t,s 2fo

Low frequencies are still quite high, as electromagnetic wave propagation in conductors
approaches the speed of light in free space. E.g. logic ICs on PCBs with a risetime of
two nanoseconds start to show the distributed character of the interconnecting traces from
about 10 cm on. In fact, the interconnections and circuit elements are and have always
been distributed, but the distribution is not always manifest. So in many cases circuit
theory is applicable.

2.2 TransmissioD Hoe theory

A PCB trace exhibits both series resistance (r) and inductance (1) as weIl as parallel
conductance (g) and capacitance (c) per unit length. These elements are not lumped, but
uniformly distributed along the PCB trace, thus constituting a transmission line. An
analysis of transmissive behaviour can be made, based on the assumption that the

2



Transmission lines

elements are subdivided into small sections of smalliumped elements, as shown in figure
2.1. The accuracy and validity increases with increasing number of subdivisions. From
ten subdivisions on the resuJt is accurate. The wave propagating along the transmission
line can be described by the sum of an incident voltage (VI/) and current (lt/) and a
reflected voltage (Vin and current (lo}

The propagation constant ('Y) is given by the square root of the series impedance and the
parallel admttance.

y= Jz y= J( r+ jwl)( g+ jwc)
SERIES Z

The propagation constant has a reaJ
and an imaginary part

y = a +j~

9 c

r

SHUNT Y

l

Therefore, spJitting the e power into
real and imaginary parts, it can be
written as follows.

figure 2.1 Lumped section of a trans mission

line

The quantities eUx and e-ux are real numbers representing an increase and decrease in
amplitude of the incident and reflected voltages and currents, respectiveJy, with
increasing x. The factors ei13x and e-jpx result in phase advance and delay, respectively,
with increasing x. The real part of the propagation constant is the attenuation in nepers
per unit length. For small values of attenuation the equation is as follows. The first term
is due to conductor losses, the second term due to dielectric Josses. The imaginary part
pof the propagation constant is the phase constant expressed in radians per unit length.

"~ ~ (~ + g~) nepers per unit length

3



Transmission lines

The phase constant in terms of line constants for small values of attenuation is given by
the equation

p== wfTC [1 + .!- (_r -~)]
2 2w/ 2wc

In one wavelenght (1..), the phase of a propagated signal will shift 2n: radians.

p== 2n: radians per unit /ength
À

The propagation time in terms of line constants for small values of attenuation is defined
as the ratio of the phase constant and radian frequency.

10 == ~ time per unit /entgh
w

The characteristic impedance (Zo) is defined as the square root of the ratio of the series
impedance and the parallel admttance.

( r+ jw/ )
( g+ jwc )

The characteristic impedance can also be defined as the ratio of the incident or reflected
voltage and current amplitudes.

Under the assumption ofnegligeable losses ((J)l~r, (J)l~r) the equations get a lot easier.
First of all the characteristic impedance is no longer complex, but truly ohrnic.

Next the attenuation becomes zero, and the propagation time is simplified,

In cases of capacitance distributed along a transmission line, as in memory modules
plugged into a backplane or DRAMs along a PCB trace, the characteristic impedance is

4



Transrnission lines

decreased and the propagation time is increased. Assumed is a load capacitance (CL)
equally distributed per unit length.

Here Zu is the unloaded intrinsic characteristic impedance and !o, the intrinsic inductance
per unit length of the transmission line. Thus CL is added to Co, the intrinsic capacitance
per unit length of the transmission line. The behaviour of a lossless transmission line is
truly ohmic, therefore in case of a source with an output impedance voltage division will
occur.

Here E is the source voltage, Z"ut is the output impedance, Zo is the characteristic
impedance of the transmission line and V"m is the resulting voltage on the transmission
line.

2.3 Termination and reflection

Depending on the termination resistance at the end of the transmission line, positive, zero
and negative reflection can occur. This is expressed by the reflection coefficient p in the
equation below.

RT - 2ó
p=----

RT + 2ó

No termination at all will result in full reflection, so some form of termination should
be applied. Several ways of termination will be discussed.

5



Transmission lines

2.3.1 Ideal termination

Clearly, the reflection coefficient can be made zero for RT= Zo: p= (R,,,,-Z(J/(R,,"+Z(J=
(50-50)/(50+50) = O. Just one component is needed for that: aresistor. This case is called
ideal termination, which is characterised by the absence of reflection. Any resistance
value near the ideal value will only give a small reflection. A simple situation to
demonstrate ideal termination is the circuit in figure 2.2.

simulationterminationIdeal
circuit

It consists of a voltage source with an
output resistance (R"I/ = 250), a lossless
transmission line with a characteristic
impedance (Zo= 500) and a propagation
delay (to= 10ns), a termination resistance
(R r= 500) and a capacitive load (C,.=
20pF). The voltage source plus output
resistance is an extremely simplified
model for an IC buffer output, to
demonstrate' the effect of ohrnic voltage
division and reflection. Of course the
buffer's output impedance is not constant,
nor is it purely resistive, but for a
demonstration it works fine. The figure 2.2

transmission line represents a PCB trace,
it has a long propagation delay to clearly
demonstrate the effect of loading, delay and reflection. The capacitive load is a model
for the input of a DRAM. In the list of simulations the file "ex IOnr.sdif' in the directory
"//mos18/local_user/nyprakt/alex" shows the respons on a two nanoseconds risetime step.
The simulation shows clearly the ohrnic behaviour of the transmission line by the voltage
division at the output: v.1/I'= Z/(Zo+R",JE= 50/(50+25)*3.3= 2.2 V. Also the ideal
termination presented by the resistor is shown: source output (VN(2) and DRAM input
(VN(3) are on the same level at the incident wave. Also the dip caused by the loading
of the capacitor is visible, going up and down the line and damping quickly. There
obviously is a delay between cause and resulting effect: the source initially only sees the
50a load of the transmission line; it takes twice the propagation de1ay before the buffer
knows that there also is a capacitor down the line, which requires some additional peak
current. That is why the level drops temporarily and the wave is slowed down a bit. On
its turn the negative dip wave experiences negative reflection because ofthe lower output
resistance of the source: p= (R,m-Z(J/(R"n+Z(J= (25-50)/(25+50)= -113. Ihis causes a
positive spike.

The disadvantage ofthis method is the steady state current drawn by the resistor, which
is not really ideal. The characteristic impedanee of a transmissionline is rather low, a

6
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typical value is 500. Assuming low voltage logic (3.3 V), this means that 1 buffer will
have to source a maximum of 66 mA in the high state. This is not only the dynarnic
current but, because of the ideal resistive termination, also the steady state current. So
a 32 bits bus with a fifty-fifty per cent distribution over the low and the high state will
draw more than 1 A, and dissipate about 3.5 W. A few of those busses will put serious
demands on the power supply and the cooling. The simulation shows that the high level
is about 2.2 V, which means that only a buffer capable of incident wave switching 
sourcing a lot of current - can be used.

2.3.2 Resistor-capacitor termination

To block the static current, a capacitor can be inserted in between the resistor and the
transmission line. To derive a suitable capacitance value, a equation derived later on to
determine the fundamental related to rise time is used.

f= 1 .= arcsin(O.8)
2TtRC Tt't,

't,
C= ------

2R arcsin(O.8)

r-. -11

.: :.
I.,

To test this equation, the figure 2.3 Resistor-capacitor termination simulation circuit
simulation circuit as used
before is modified. 1t ba-
sically consists ofthe same elements, but a blocking capacitor is added to the termination
resistor, see figure 2.3.

To see what happens without any termination (R r= 00), apart from the load capacitor, is
shown in file "ex1On.sdif'. Full reflection will occur at the end of the line as the
reflection coefficient is plus one: p= (00-50)/(00+50) = +1. The only resistive termination
is in fact the output resistance of the source with a negative coefficient, the reason why
the output ~erely oscillates to the source voltage. Termination with Rl'= 50n and Cr=
24pF results in a rather high reflectionas shown in file "ex lOnrc24p.sdif'. To acquire a
better termination, the capacitance value must be chosen higher. Obviously, for an
infinite capacitance value ideal termination will occur, for a zero capacitance value fuH
reflection will occur. So a compromise between tolerabie reflection and dissipated power
must be found. A capacitance value of ten times the former one (Cl'= 240pF) provides
areasonabie compromise, as shown in file "exlOnrc240p.sdif'.

7
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2.3.3 Clamp diodes

Another way of avoiding the
steady state current is to leave
out the termination resistor. This
means that the reflection
coefficient is plus one. To limit
the amount of overshoot and
undershoot of the ful! reflec-tion
occurring, damp diodes can be
used as termination method, see
figure 2.4. In order to avoid
electrical overstress on the input
of the IC and the danger of
destroying the device
immediately or in time, any
overshoot being more than the
built-in voltage of the diode wil! figure 2.4

be chopped, effectively limiting
the amount of overshoot to a safe value.

2.3.4 Dynamic termination

.'.: LI :

Termination with clamp diodes

The idea of dynamic termina
tion, see figure 2.5, is to
terminate ideally during the
arrival of the wave by means of
a non-inverting buffer and a
resistor. After the propagation
delay of the buffer, the voltage
over the resistor will become
zero and so will the steady sta-te
current. The voltage at the input
of the driving buffer is
designated VN( 1), the output
VN(2), the input of the termi
nating buffer is designated
VN(4), the output VN(5). Both
the input and the output buffer
are the LVC244. In the list of
simulations the files in the

figure 2.5 Dynamic termination with buffer and
resistor

8
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directory "llmosl8 Ilocal_user Inyprakt lalex Idynaterm" concern dynamic termination.
The file "dynaterm4.sdif' shows initially ideal termination during the propagation time
of the buffer. Next the output of the terminating buffer comes up fast and spoils the fun
by transmitting a wave and thus causing overshoot at the input. The fact that the output
voltage of the buffer is higher than the power supply voltage is caused by the even
higher input voltage. Because of that the output has to drain instead of source the
current. The problem is the edge of the terminating buffer. This problem can be solved
by loading the buffer with a capacitor, which results in a slower edge and less
pronounced overshoot, as shown in "dynaterm9.sdif'. Attempts to acquire the slowedge
with the much slower buffer LV244 were in vain, as shown in "dynaterm7.sdif'. The
LV244 could not drain the current and almost fuIl reflection occurred. A better approach
is to lower the termination resistance: the increased current surge decreases the voltage
steps and therefore the overshoot, as shown in "dynaterm IO.sdif'.

2.4 Switching methods

Two switching methods can be distinguished, namely incident wave switching and
reflected wave switching. Both methods will be detined and discussed.

2.4.1 Incident wave switching

Incident wave switching means that the switching level of the digital logic is reached at
the incident wave. This is what has been shown so far, but this is not always the case,
as wiIl become clear in the next section.

2.4.2 Reflected wave switching

Reflected wave switching means that the switching level of the digital logic is not
reached at the incident wave, but after one or more reflections. This can take quite a
while, as file "ex IOnc.sdif' shows very weIl. The same circuit as in the case of full
reflection is used. This time however the output resistance is chosen to be Ikn, instead
of 25n. This means that the source can only deliver a maximum current of !"UI= (E
~))/R"n= (3.3-0)/1 k= 3.3mA. The first step reaches an output voltage of only ~lUl=

50/(50+1k)*3.3= 157mV. Since the output voltage rises, ~'UI= Z/(ZIJ+R",)*(E-~,uJ the
next steps are smaller. The reflection at the beginning of the line is almost full: p= (l k
50)/(lk+50)= +0.9. The reflection at the end of the line is fuIl: p=+l. So the wave
reflects up and down the line. This effect is called stairstepping. This is what happens
when a j...l-processor with a fast edge but little current capability has to drive a DRAM
over a long PCB trace. That is also the reason why a buffer is used, otherwise all speed
is lost.

9



Transmission lines

Instead of terminating the end of the line, also terminating the beginning of the line is
a possibiIity, e.g. ideally [21]. In the list of simulations the file "ex l0nr.sdif' in the
directory "//mosI8 /local_user /nyprakt /alex" shows that the capacitive load reaches the
supply voltage at the incident wave, which is fully reflected. The reflected wave is
thereupon absorbed by the output resistance of the source.

2.5 Conclusions

Digital logic has become so fast that analogue phenomena appear in digital systems. In
fact "digital" is inherently "analogue", but so far a deseription with ones and zeroes
suffieed. Conneetion by a PCB traee ean no longer be considered as a node, but must be
described as a transmission line. Thus distance and time delay play an important role,
and the voltage level behaves like an electromagnetic wave which propagates along a
line. Also the wave phenomenon ofreflection occurs, therefore termination is mandatory.

10



Stripline cross-section

Multilayer PCB

3 Multilayer PCB

A Printed Circuit Board (PCB) consists in it simplest form of an isolating plate with a
conducting pattern on top: this is the single-sided PCB. The isolating plate often is made
of epoxy. Epoxy has a dielectric permittivity (er) of 4.7. For the conducting pattern
usually copper (Cu) is used, but also silver (Ag) and gold (Au) are used. The
conductivity (p) is 17nD.!m, 16nD.!m and 22nQ/m, respectively. The pattern takes the
form of traces to establish contacts between components and planes for earth reference
and shielding. The next step is the double sided PCB, with a top and a bottom layer,
followed by the multilayer PCB, with up to six layers. The PCB traces are modelled as
transmission lines. Basically, two types of transmission lines can be distinguished: the
stripline and the microstripline. Also discontinuities will be discussed.

3.1 Innerlayer

The innerlayer is modelled as a
stripline. It consists of a copper
ribbon centred in a dielectric
medium between two conducting
planes. The centred copper
ribbon with thickness (t) and
width (w) is used as a signal
line. The two conducting planes figure 3.1
are the current return paths. The
epoxy layer has a thickness (b).
The cross-sectÎon of a stripline is shown in figure 3.1.

The characteristic impedance and the propagation delay of a stripline can be calculated
within 5% accuracy for w/(b-t)<O.35 and t/b<O.25, by the following equations.

Zo 110 In
21tF,

4b
tO.671tw(O.S + -)

W

fa== 1.017Fr nanoseconds per foot

11



Multilayer PCB

In the above 110 is the characteristic impedance of free space. One foot equals about
0.3048 meter. Remarkably, the propagation delay is no function of the line width or
spacing, but only of the dielectric permittivity.

3.2 Top and bottom layer

The top and bottom layer are
modelIed as micro striplines. A
microstripline consists of a strip
conductor on top of a dielectric
medium covered at the bottom by
a conducting ground plane. The
strip with thickness (t) and width
(w) is used as a signal line. The
bottom plane is used as current
return path. The epoxy laycr has a
thickness (b). The cross-section of
a micro-stripline is shown in
figure 3.2.

figure 3.2 Microstripline cross-section

The characteristic impedance and the propagation delay of a microstripline can be
calculated within 5% accuracy for 0.1 <w/h<3. 0 and 1<er<15, by the next equations.

Zo= 87 In [ 5.98h] Q
Je, + 1.41 0.8w + t

fa= 1.017JO.475e, + 0.67 nanoseconds per foot

The inductance per foot can be calculated from Lo=Ztlo. The capacitance per foot can be
calculated from Co= t/Zo· Again, the propagation delay is no function of the line width
or spacing, but of the dielectric permittivity only.

12
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3.3 Ground plane

The six layer PCB studied uses separate layers for separate functions. The objective is
to minimise" coupling between the different layers. Two signal layers are used: one
horizontal, one vertical. The interconnection between different layers is established
through vias. To minimise coupling with the signal layers, the clock layer is diagonal.
Top and bottom are used for power supply and ground, but also serve as shields. The
actual layout of the PCB is such that each and every square inch on top, innerlayer and
bottom is filled-in with copper and connected to ground, to provide as much shielding
as possible. So the innerlayers are most likely to be striplines.

3.4 Discontinuities

Apart from the assumed straight transmission lines, there are many discontinuities to be
found. Among others bends, vias and abrupt changes of characteristic impedance. In
general, all changes cause reflections.

3.4.1 Abrupt change in characteristic impedance

\'::: -t·)

I}<:::; l;'o~·:_~:)t:-.

)(: "';:lï: il:'.'~l:,

1'~ ,'~
':':. ~ ...~. ::~:":'_,.:;-~\ï :'::-:"':~:'~~I"'r r

Disu:K'e

VI = (l+p.l)Vi
-..--, ~\~'2 =(ITpl}Vl

~' ,:"-.

500 wave-measurement set-up

Vmr = Vol v,=p2Vl
~K-

\'5 = pi\'3
V·l = 11 +pl)\".'

.::' :'",-';'

.::'1:" .. :.'.:

figure 3.3

As mentioned before, a transmission
line should" be terminated properly,
otherwise unwanted reflections will
occur. In general however, any ab-rupt
change in characteristic impe-dance, by
whatever cause, will result in
reflection. E.g., when two trans
mission lines with different charac
teristic impedances are connected, a
gain reflection will be the result.
But instead of the wave being absor
bed, as in case of a resistor, a part of
the wave will be transmitted. This is
illustrated excellently by a 500 wave
measurement set-up in figure 3.3 with
a measured wave signal response in
figure 3.5.

The different reflections and
transmissions can be visualised by a

figure 3.4 lattice diagram
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Multilayer PCB

lattice diagram, with time increasing in the vertical direction downwards, as shown in
figure 3.4. From the lattice diagram the reflection coefficient Pz can be derived.

S":coilduv
Rcf:ecuo'l

The vertical lines correspond with Vi'
the input voltage from the pulse
generator, Vm' the voltage measured at
the oscilloscope, etcetera.

SGl:X:

TI;;c\::

figure 3.5

..
-r .--D_":'''_K"---'f J..-

Vmi I tVm, = (l-pl\J2Vmi
" 1

Signal response measured on scope

Lumped via model

In fact a gra~ual change in the characteristic impedance along a transmission line would
result in a gradual reflection over the length of change. This can also be described as an
infinite sum of smaII abrupt changes in characteristic impedance with an infinite sum of
smaII but sharp reflections, eventually having the same result.

3.4.2 Via

In literature, a lot of information can be
found on the subject "via", e.g.
[6,13,15,24]. The simplest model, used
for low frequencies (up to IOOMHz) is a
capacitor. However, for frequencies in
the GHz range, the inductance of the via
must be incIuded. Note that these modeIs

figure 3.6
are lumped, which is only valid for
frequencies up to one tenth of the length
ofthe via. Both the L-filter and the n-filter apply. The n-filter has been adopted on basis
of the bidirectional character of the wave propagation in transmission lines, i.e. PCB
traces. The values of[24] have been used, as the subject studied in [24] was cIosest to
the one studied here. Thus each via has been modelled as a n-filter, both capacitors being
O.950pF, the inductance being 1.464nH.

14
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4 Measurement tools

The oscilloscope is a powerful tooi to observe signais, e.g. digital signais. The
measurement probe and the cable that goes with it are to be seen as integral parts of the
oscilloscope. The purpose of a probe is to provide a load which does not influence the
measurement, and transports the signaI measured from the measurement point to the
oscilloscope without losses [48,49].

4.1 Cable

The cable of a probe is a coaxial
transmission line, see figure 4.1.
The ground shield provides the
necessary protection against in
cident electromagnetic waves. In
common practice it is a lossless
transmission line with a charac
teristic impedance of 50Q. The
characteristic impedanee of a co
axial cable [40] can be estimated
from

Zo 110 In( ~),
21tfE,

D

d.
'

, ,

figure 4.1 Cross section of the coaxial cable
here 110 (=1201tQ) is the
characteristic impedance of free
space. Since the coaxial cable has a relatively high capacitance to earth, its characteristic
impedanee will be lower than that of a stripline. Also the time delay will be longer
compared to a stripline's time delay. For the Philips PM8925(L), the cable has a length
of up to 2.5 meters. So the time delay over the cable will be considerable, in the order
of several tens of nanoseconds.

The lossless cable is used in low-Z probes and active probes. In high-Z probes such a
lossless cable will cause numerous reflections. This will cause severe signal distortion
resulting in an unusable signa!. A simulation showing those reflections is found in the
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file: //mos18/alex, followed by /probe/philips3.sdif. The input ofthe probe is a pulse of
3.3 V high, .40ns wide, a 2ns rise and fall time and a 5ns delay. This kind of signal
distortion is intolerable. Therefore damping is employed in the cable by means of
resistance. A simulation showing the effect of the damped cable is /probe/philips8.sdif.
So in a high-Z probe a resistive centre conductor coaxial cable is used. As the shielding
would degrade severely, the ground shield is not resistive.

4.2 Probe

The reason for using a probe is to a-void interference with the object mea-sured. And
next, to adjust the signal measured to a level which the oscillos-cope can handle. AIso,
probes themsel-ves need to be and can be adjusted to the specific oscilloscope used, in
order to to get a proper reading. If this pro-cedure is not carried out the validity of the
oscilloscope reading is uncertain. Probes are frequently used carelessly, assuming proper
functioning. This is not always the case. There are different probes for different
purposes, so they have to be chosen with care. Therefore three probe types will be
discussed. In addition, a simple but instructive example will be given to demonstrate the
effect of different probes on the same measurement object.

4.2.1 High-Z probe

i
I

U U

Schematic of the PM8925 probefigure 4.2

A high-Z probe exhi
bits a high resistive
and low capacitive in
put impedance. Ac
cording to the ope
rating manual [45],
the Philips PM8925 is
a lOX attenuator pro
be, designed for real
time oscilloscopes up
to a frequency of 75
MHz, having a BNe
input jack and an
input resistance of
1MQ. The schematic
of the Philips PM
8925 high-Z attenua
tor probe is shown in
figure 4.2.
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Basic schematic of a 10X high-Z probe

The input resistance IS 10Mn
±2%, the input capacitance is
11pF±lpF. The probe is equip-
ped with an adjustment facility to
match the probe with an particu
lar oscilloscope. The resistor
capacitor network in the probe
tip consist of R1=9Mn and C1=
12 pF. Assumed is an oscillosco
pe with an input impedance of 1
Mn in parallel with 13pF. There
are two potmeters for adjusting
the overshoot: R2=470n and R)=
1kno There also is a trimmer for
matching with the oscilloscope
input capacitance: C2=60 pF. AI- figure 4.3

though the probe has been adjus-
ted and checked by the manufacturer, when used with another oscilloscope it should be
checked and adjusted for optimum square wave response again.

Adjustment elements of a 10X high-Z
probe

["-- ,'0 -------1
c:::::J---<=--f-

j
~"sl:r-----r

i
-"'~I~c.::::=>

I I
i -'-'.Je·S· "I

1__1

A basic schematic of a high-Z
probe is shown in figure 4.3. The
characteristic impedance of the
cable is 170n. The resistance of
the centre conductor is 39n per
foot, the capacitance is 8pF per
foot.

The termination of the resistive
centre conductor coaxial trans
mission line is constituted by the
oscilloscope's input impedance.
As this input impedance is far
from ideal, reflection will occur.
The reflection will be effectively
damped by· the resistive centre figure 4.4

conductor. In figure 4.3 the ad-
justment elements are left out for
simplicity. These elements are shown in figure 4.4. They are situated in between the
cable and the oscilloscope's input.

The first potmeter (R2) is a first order resistive termination which hides the oscilloscope's
input capacitance from the cabIe. The series potmeter-trimmer network (R3+C2) serves
as a peaking circuit to adjust the oscilloscope's edge. The total effect is reduced loading.
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4.2.2 Low-Z probe

A basic schematic of a
low-Z probe is shown in
figure 4.5. The charac
teristic impedance of the
cable is 50rt The centre
conductor is highly con
ductive. The termination
of the coaxial transmission
line is constituted by the
oscilloscope' sinput impe
dance. This input impedan
ce is an ideal soa termina
tion, so no reflection will
occur. The parallel resistor
capacitor network (R,+C,)
serves as a peaking circuit
to compensate for the skin
effect in the cabie.

figure 4.5 Basic schematic of a 10X low-Z probe

To show an example of a measurement object which is a problem for both the high-Z
and the low-Z probe, take a look at the schematic of figure 4.6.

A voltage source with a 50a output resistance is driving a capacitance of 20 pF. The
measurement point of interest is the voltage over the capacitor with respect to earth. The
mie of thumb is: when the output impedance of the measurement point of interest is less
than one tenth of the probe's input resistance, an amplitude accuracy of better than 10%
is accomplished.

H(O)
Rprobe+ Rsource

For the rise time of the resistor-capacitor circuit, see figure 4.7. The rise time is per
definition the time elapsed from 10% to 90% of the final amplitude level, in this case
unity.
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The derivation of the rise time of this circuit is given in the next equations. With u(t) the
unity step, and 't the time constant R*c.

~ ., : ~;' .: .

t1 == -'tln(1 -10%) == -'dn(90%)

t2 == -'tln(1 -90%) == -'dn(1 0%)

figure 4.6 Measurement object

..-..._--------._------....--,

U'" ier Il ~.) ",'lm i
L ._.~

Therefore the rise time of a R-C circuit is
2.2 times its time constant.

For a low-Z probe: the source resistance in
figure 4.8 can not be neglected compared to
the probe resistance. So, with respect to the
real value, the amplitude of the measurement
will be only·90.9% accurate. Also the effec
tive resistance in the circuit is decreased
from 500 to 45.50.
The total capacitance is increased a little,
from the source' s capacitance of 20pF to the
sum of the latter and the probe's capacitance
makes a total of 21 pF. So the time constant
is 95.5% of its original value, being even
Iess than before. Thus for the low-Z probe:
the rise time is all right, but the amplitude
stays behind.

19
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circuit
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For a high-Z probe: the source
resistance can be neglected
compared to the probe resis
tance, see figure 4.9. So the
amplitude of the measurement
will be almost a 100% accurate.
The total capacitance however,
is significantly increased: the
source's capacitance is 20pF,
the probe's capacitance is II
pF; which makes a total of
31 pF. So there will be a signi-
ficant rise time error of 55%.
Thus for the high-Z probe the
opposite is the case: the rise ti-
me stays behind, but the ampli- figure 4.9

tude is all right.

li I' ,_.:

"I I.·r:

I ,; '.. ,~,-.

L~ -,

Measurement object and high-Z probe

So in the case of a simple measurement object as in figure 4.6 neither the low-Z nor the
high-Z probe is the right one. Of course doing two measurements using both probes will
provide both the right amplitude and the right rise time, but not in one picture. The
solution for this problem is the active probe.

4.2.3 Active probe

The active probe combines the
best of both worlds. That is a
high input resistance and a low
input capacitance. A basic sche
matic of an active probe is
shown in figure 4.10. The cha
racteristic impedance of the
lossless cable is 50Q. The
centre conductor IS highly
conductive.

; ,
.: I,. : ;' _. I ! ·l.• r - .::...

I~:I I •

The termination of the coaxial
transmission line is constituted
by an ideal 50Q termination, so
no reflection will occur. Both
ends of the cable are buffered. figure 4.10 Basic schematic of an active probe
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The input is a high in
put resistance and a low
input capacitance buffer.
The end of the cable is
buffered by the oscillos
cope. As the input of an
active probe usual1y is a
FET with a limited dy
namic range, an attenu
ator is put in front, see
figure 4.11.

Measurement tools
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To cancel out a de-com
ponent a de-offset sour
ce is added to the atte
nuator. After the atte
nuator the lów input ca-
pacitance FET amplifies figure 4.11 Schematic of the input buffer
the signal, which is buf-
fered by a line driver. This u-sual1y is an emitter fol1ower, for lowering the output
impedance.

4.3 Oscilloscope

The oscilloscope's input capacitance is an integral part of the probe. The probe has been
designed to compensate for that input capacitance. Since different oscilloscopes may have
different input capacitances a probe should always be adjusted to a newly used
oscilloscope.

Also the oscilloscope has a limited bandwidth. This means that the signal level shown
on screen drops gradually with frequency. E.g., an oscilloscope with a 350MHz
bandwidth shows at 350MHz only 70.7% of the level of the signal measured. If an
accuracy of 10% is wished, the usabie bandwidth is only 170MHz. If an accuracy of 1%
is wished, the bandwidth is reduced to SOMHz. So if a 200MHz signal has to be
measured w'ith a 1% accuracy, an 1.50Hz oscilloscope is needed. Note that higher
harmonies will still appear attenuated on this oscilloscope's screen.

4.4 Probe model

In the simulations, first a simplified probe model has been tried, see figure 4.12. It
concerns a cascoded network of two parallelled resistors and capacitors.
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For the right choice of component values,
namely 't(=R}C1 is equal to 't2=R2C2, the
voltage transfer is independent of the
frequency. This means the rise time is
zero and the bandwidth is infinite.

figure 4.12 Simplified probe model

When the output impedance of the object measured is non-zero the rise time will be
longer than zero and the bandwidth wil! become finite, as demonstrated by the fol!owing
formulas.

The time constant in the numerator can be compensated, but there will still be one left
in the denominator. So when in use in a practical situation as with a buffer the
bandwidth of the probe will be limited and filtering will occur. Also a series resistance
can be put into the model to comply with the specified rise time. In fact the probe model
should be extended with parasitic inductance and stray capacitance, to be more accurate.
For comparison purposes in the simulations the probe model is followed by a voltage
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controlled voltage source with an amplification of ten, to compensate for the probe's
attenuation. The oseilloseope is implemented as an resistor-eapaeitor filter with a -3dB
bandwidth of 35üMHz, fol1owing the voltage controlled voltage source.

In figure 4.13 a more elaborate model of a probe is shown. Though it was interesting to
study the p~enomena oeeurring, as ean be seen in simulation /probe/philips8.sdif, the
result was not satisfactory. The voltage node numbers correspond with the figure.

Also an elaborate model has been tried,
including the cable and the adjustment
gear. The elaborate model as in
simulation /probe/philips8.sdif including
the eable suffered from a toa slowedge.
The induetive peaking network could not
sufficiently compensate for that. Most
probably a lot of parasitics have to be
included for proper results. This means
that measurements of the probe itself are
necessary. As this is a subject on its own,
too far away from the prime objective,
the simple model has been chosen for use
in the simulations.

figure 4.13
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Ground bounce

5 Ground bounce

High speed ICs with high current drive capability are very sensltIve to leadframe
inductance. The switching results in a huge rate of current change. Therefore leadframe
inductance causes dynamic noise phenomena as ground bounce and power supply
bounee.

5.1 High digital speed

Integrated circuits for high
speed digital purposes ex
hibit a huge bandwidth.
This is illustrated in figure
5.1, where a first order si
ne wave approximation is
used to describe the rising
edge of a digital signal. Of
course this is only the fun
damental. In fact the har
monies produce an even
wider spectrum [30). Con-
sidering the fundamental figure 5.1

only and ealeulating the ri-
se time which per definition is the time between 10% and 90% of the voltage step, the
next set of formulas is found.

f(4))=sin(<fl)

4>=wt

sin(wt1) =-0.8

sin(w~) =+0.8
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w t=arcsin(x)

w(;-t1) =arcsin(0.8) -arcsin( -0.8)

w(f,) =2arcsin(0.8)

B - arcsin(0.8)
r-

1t f,

The digital high and low levels themselves are DC values. When the maximum
frequency is considered to be the fundamental, all frequencies in between will be
contained in the spectrum. So a simple estimation of the bandwidth based on the
fundamental is found. Br l/(3.39t r), as arcsin(O.8)~O.927.

5.2 Pin inductance

The inductance of a pin is strongly dependant on length (I), varying with 1*ln(l), but is
only logarithmically dependant on width and thickness. The inductance of package pins,
although smalI, is in conjunction with a steep current spike enough to generate a
significant voltage over such a small inductance. This can be nicely put into one formula.

Differentiation, in contrary to integration, makes signals wilder. The high speed logic of
today is so fast that problems with ground bounce are inevitable. To cape with the
problem of ground bounce (vg) one of the solutions is to reduce the inductance (Lpin) of
the package. Another solution is to limit the current's rate of change (di/dt). This is
immediately clear from the formula. Both methods will be discussed, starting with the
pin inductance.

5.2.1 Corner pin

When TTL device pin configurations were set, inductance obviously was no design
criterion. As power supply (VCC) and ground (GND) pins are situated in the corner of
a Dual In Line (DIL) package, the pins with the highest inductance are chosen.
Depending on the pin count and the size of the package, corner pins may have an
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inductance being two up to five times higher than the centre pin value. See table 5.1 for
the pin inductances of the S020 package of the LVC family for a certain leadframe [9].
The inductances have been calculated within 10% accuracy.

I pin number I inductance I
1,10,11,20 6.87 nH

2,9,12,19 5.97 nH

3,8,13,18 4.99 nH

4,7,14,17 4.21 nH

5,6,15,16 3.80 nH

table 5.1 Pin inductance S020 package

In fact the corner pin is the worst possible choice, as in addition the power and ground
pins supply áll the circuit' s current. So this combination of factors will maximise ground
bounce. In case of TIL, ground noise is more important than power supply noise since
the switching level is only 1.5 V, while the power supply is at 5 V. This will make the
low level noise margin less than the high level noise margin.

5.2.2 Centre pin

A better choice [or the ground and power pin is the shortest pin of a DIL package,
situated in the centre, which has the lowest inductance. The High speed, Low power,
Low voltage (HLL) family is equipped with quadruple centre ground pin {5,6,7,8} and
a double centre power pin {l8,19}. See table 5.2 for the pin inductances ofthe S024
package [9].

I pin number I inductanee I
1,12,13,24 7.77 nH

2,11,14,23 6.88 nH

3,10,15,22 5.80 nH

4,9,16,21 4.77 nH

5,8,17,20 4.13 nH

6,7,18,19 3.78 nH

table 5.2 Pin inductance 8024 package
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The combination of pin 5,6,7,8 has an inductance of 1.6 nH, which is significantly lower
than the 7.77 nH of the corner pin. Also the inductance of the power pin is decreased
to a respectable 2.2 nH. In fact a value of (4.13+3.78)/2= 0.987 nH would have been
expected for the quadruple ground pin, but a few bonding wires will do the additional
inductance job excellently.

5.2.3 Mutual inductance
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figure 5.2

The effect of lowering the effective
inductance by the current return path is
caused by the inductive coupling - the
mutual inductance - of the PCB trace and
the ground plane. Some packages take
advantage of this effect. Consider a
situation as possible in the LVC244D: 4
out of 8 buffers switching an identical
load, all at the same time. As they are
sharing the ground pin, 4 times the
current of each of the buffers will flow
through the ground pin, causing 4 times
the ground bouncc of a single buffer.
Assuming identical buffer currents, the
voltage over the ground pin (v~) can be
calculated as follows.

dig 1 dig 1 dig
V =L -+-M -+..+-M4-

g g dl 4 1 dt 4 dt
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As some of the buffer currents are in opposite direction with respect to the ground
current, some ofthe mutual inductances have a negative sign and the effective inductance
may be lower than the self inductance itself. Therefore ground bounce will be lower
[33]. This effect is exploited in the MULTIBYTE1M Advanced BiCMOS Logic (ABT).
Here an output pin is provided with a side ground pin, optimising for minimum ground
bounce, see figure 5.2. This will effectively reduce ground bounce, as the mutual
coupling of the ground pin and the output pin is high and the currents are in opposite
directions. .

5.2.4 Split leadframe

To avoid the noise produced by
a noisy high current output stage
interfering with a silent and
sensitive low current input stage,
sometimes two separate ground
pins are used. One ground is
used for the silent input circuit,
the other for the noisy output
circuit. A variation on this theme
is the split leadframe, which does
not change the actual pinning, as
the option of two separate
ground pins does. The trick is to
make use of the part of the
leadframe which holds the die
pad. That part of the leadframe,
which is there for mechanical
reasons, can also be used to
conduct current. The noisy
ground is connected to the die
pad holder, the silent ground is
connected to the ground pin. At
the end, before leaving the
package, the two are joined.
Thus the length of the common
part of the ground pin is reduced,
and the noisy ground has only a
reduced influence on the silent
ground. In figure 5.3, a detail of
a split leadframe is shown.

figure 5.3
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5.3 Edge control

The high speed logic of today is so fast that problems with ground bounce become
inevitable. To cope with these problems one of the solutions is to reduce the inductance
of the package. Another solution is to limit the current's rate of change (di/dt). The
buffer is equipped with output edge contro!. This is a voltage feedback control system
which has been developed to exhibit a constant rate of current change. The edge control
is guaranteed for a standard load, i.c. 500 n in parallel with 50 pF. The theoretical
optimum is reached for a triangular form ofthe current when a voltage pulse is switched.
As the time derivative of a triangular current form is a square wave form, this implies
a truly constant rate of current change. The square wave form is either positive or
negative, but always constant and so will be the ground bounce (vg). In reality the form
is a rounded triangle, being more sinusoidal. In the customer model a resistor-capacitor
delay line is used, see figure 5.4. The input capacitance of the MOS transistors is used.
The effect is cutting the rate of current change into four pieces, which are executed in
four consecutive steps. By doing so the peak ground bounce and the danger of improper
functioning is decreased.

.- 1\,

'-:-: I I ~.
., :

figure 5.4 Edge control

In retrospect: as current is the problem, it may weIl have been more effective to use
current feedback. As the output circuit is a drain follower with a fairly high output
impedance, a small sensor resistor in the output may not be aproblem. It would be ideal
if a wider range of validity could be gained, instead of a guarantee for aspecific load.

5.4 Capacitive load

Apart from the pin inductance, there usually is a capacitive load. In figure 5.5 a lumped
load model is shown of a bipolar transistor with a ground pin inductance (Lg) connected
to the emitter and a lumped capacitive load (C) connected to the collector. The output
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transistor is treated as a switch with a series resistance. Under the assumption that the
output edge is slow campared to the oscillation frequency of the circuit, a second order
differential equation is derived to describe the circuit's behaviour. This means that the
circuit will not resonate.

i(~=_Cdv(~
dt

v (~=L di(~
g g dt

\: I I { ~. :

"&::-----

figure 5.5

1(·. )

lumped laad circuit

'i ( • ,

As leadframe inductance as weIl as the load capacitance are involved, this shows that the
ground bounce problem of an IC in an actual application environment with a capacitive
load is a second order problem. Therefore the behaviour of an IC can not be properly
studied without its environment.

5.5 Conclusions

Pin inductance in conjunction with steep current edges causes ground bounce. In an
actual application environment this is inherently a second order problem. There are two
practical methods to cape with the ground bounce problem. One is reducing the effective
pin inductance. The other is to limit the current' s rate of change.
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6 Package

The package should be seen as an integral part ofthe IC model. The effects of leadframe
inductance, capacitance and mutual coupling can no longer be ignored in simulation.
Even the resistance and inductance of a gold bonding wire have to be included.
Therefore the whole path from the soldering joint through the leadframe and the bonding
wire to the bond pad will has to be considered. This while keeping its use for modelling
high speed digital circuits in mind.

6.1 Soldering joint

To be able to make a soldering joint the oxidised skin of the metals must be etched by
a flux. For that purpose French pinetree resin is used. This substance is aggressive at
soldering temperature. At room temperature it is not an aggressive substance, so it does
not have to be washed off. From environmental point of view it is interesting as it does
not have to be washed off, so no water pollution is brought about. Metallic junctions are
chemically iilstable and react chemically, e.g. the aluminum bond pad will react with the
golden bonding wire, the bonding wire will react with the leadframe, etcetera. There are
many manifestations, such as the "purple plague", most of them in macroscopical time.
About the series resistance of a soldering joint: as the area is large, the length is short
and the conductivity is high, the series resistance is low.

At the product group Radio Frequency Power Modules the soldering joint is not
simulated. As gold does not oxidise, the PCB traces are made out of gold instead of
copper. The bonding is mainly treated as an inductance, sometimes as a transmission
line. The transmission line is modelled as lossy because of damping in the PCB traces.
Because of the relatively long PCB traces in the customer environment discussed later,
there lossy transmission lines have been used too.

To provide the right area for a proper soldering joint, the local copper area beneath a pin
is as wide as the pin, mostly wider than the trace. So alocal capacitance should be added
into the modelling, or in the future, a transmission line with a lower characteristic
impedanee and a longer delay.

6.2' Leadframe

High speed ICs with high current drive capability are very sensitive to leadframe
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inductance, which causes dynamic noise phenomena as ground bounce and power supply
bounce, when current varies. Therefore the leadframe's inductance must be included into
the IC model. AIso, when mounted on a ground plane, mutual coupling occurs. Mutual
inductance as weIl as extra distributed capacitance has to be added. The implications of
the groundplane are therefore serious.

6.2.1 Self inductance
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The self inductance L
in H (Henry) of a so
lid circular conductor
which is sufficiently
far away from a cur
rent return path is
given by

Layout of U shaped trace over a ground plane
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figure 6.1

where I is the length
and r is the radius
[8]. It is weIl known
that a piece of wire
exhibits a finite con
ductance. But each
piece of wire also
exhibits inductance.
This is especially
important at high fre
quencies. The series
resistance of a pin is
very low, typical in
the order of a few
mn.

6.2.2 Inductance over ground plane.

The inductance L in Hlm (Henry per meter) of asolid circular conductor over a ground
plane - the current return path - is given by
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L \.Lo 2h=-In(-),
21t '

where h is the distance of the cen
tre of the conductor to the ground
plane and r is the radius [8].
Mounting an IC package on a
PCB means that the leadframe is
placed over a ground plane, while
the plastic package acts as inter
medium. The dielectric permitti
vity of the plastic is about 4.2 in
case of the LVC244. Considering
a single pin of the leadframe over
the ground plane is completely
different. The current return path
most likely wil! be the ground
plane immediately beneath the pin
which flows in the opposite direc
tion, thus effectively reducing the
self inductance [12]. This means
that PCB mounting of ICs reduces
ground bounce problems.

An interesting point starts with
figure 6.1 [4]. A double sided
PCB of two cm times two cm
with a thickness of one mm epoxy
is considered. Furthermore there is
a U shaped trace with the sides
one cm long. One end of the U is
connected to the ground plane.
The other end is connected to a
voltage source, which in turn is
connected to the ground plane
immediately below.
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The interesting part is that the
current flow beneath the trace at 1 figure 6.3

MHz has nothing to do with wave
character, as a wave in free space
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at 1 MHz is about 300 m. As dimensions are comparable to one tenth of the wavelength
the wave character will show from the GHz range on. The explanation is that current
will take the path of the lowest impedance.

At low frequencies as in figure 6.2 the path of the lowest impedance is the shortest path.
Ihis path has the lowest resistance, but also the highest inductance, namely the winding
with a cross section area of one square centimetre. At high frequencies as in figure 6.3
the path of the lowest impedance is the longest path. Ihis path has therefore the highest
resistance, but also the lowest inductance, namely the winding with a cross section area
of a tenth square centimetre. So current flowing beneath a trace does not necessarily
mean that wave character is present [4].

6.2.3 Mutual inductance

Although not explicitly stated in 6.2.1, the effect of lowering the effective inductance by
the current return path is caused by the inductive coupling - the mutual inductance - of
the PCB traç:e and the ground plane. Some packages take advantage of this effect. As
some of the buffer currents are in opposite direction with respect to the ground current
and some of the mutual inductances have a negative sign the effective inductance may
be lower than the self inductance and therefore the ground bounce will be lower. For the
S020 package a complete mutual inductance matrix is delivered [9]. As the matrix is
symmetric, only the lower triangle is supplied. For each package, S024, S028 etcetera
a different mutual inductance matrix is supplied.

6.2.4 Capacitance.

The capacitance of the circular conductor over the ground plane is given by

where h is the distance of the centre of the conductor to the ground plane and r is the
radius [8].So apart from package series inductance there is package parallel capacitance.
Considering .the length of a pin and the Iength of a digital electromagnetic wave at the
fundamental, the temptation is to choose lumped modelling of both inductance and
capacitance. However this lumped inductor-capacitor model is only valid significantly
below its resonant frequency. Since the capacitance is inherently distributed, it is difficult
to find the right place for it. Should the capacitor be put at the beginning or at the end
of the inductor? Or maybe somewhere in between, by splitting the inductor in half, as
seen in figure 6.4.
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figure 6.4 Capacitance placement

The logical solution is to distribute both capacitance and inductance, by modelling them
as a transmission line with a characteristic impedance and time delay.

6.2.5 Traosmissioo lioe.

The characteristic impedance Zo in Q given in the next formula.

Where h is the distance of the centre of the conductor to the ground plane and r is the
radius [8]. Though the idea of modelling a relatively short leadframe as a transmission
line may séem far-fetched, the simulation results indicate the contrary. Scattering
parameter analysis shows that while the reflection of the lumped capacitor/inductor
model of a pin becomes 100% for arbitrarily large frequency, the refection of the
distributed transmission line does not allow full reflection. This is a strong argument for
the numerical stability of the transmission line model. The simulations are found in the
list of simulations starting with:"//mos18 /local_user /nyprakt". The reflection (S I') versus
frequency and the transmission (S2') versus frequency are shown. First for the lumped
capacitor/inductor model in "/pin /hwclss.sdif': C= 175 jF, L= 6.87 nH. Next for the
transmission line model in "/pin /hwtlss.sdif': Z()= 1980, tpd= 34.7 ps. The dips in the
reflection and the peaks in the transmission characteristic (S21) of the transmission line
are caused by the propagation delay. At the right frequency a standing wave will occur.
The frequency of the first dip isf= 1/tpd= 1/34.7ps= 14.4 GHz. The second frequency
is twice the first and so on. They would be evenly spaced for a linear frequency scale.

The problem is that an ideal inductor as used in a simulator is non existent. This physical
nonsense is the cause of numerical instability during many simulations, causing
oscillations as weil as divergency. The transmission line pin model has not shown those
problems so faro Because of tbe huge arnount of harmonies [30], it should be emphasized
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that the spectrum of an IC buffer output is far from limited. To prove so, a Fast Fourrier
Transform (FFT) analysis has been executed on "/modeI9 /lvc244modeI9before.sdif'.
This is the designer model driving a standard load of 500n in parallel with SOpF. The
simulation is found under "int_Iagrange_34000". The angular form for low frequencies
is caused by the linear step size calculation in a logarithmic plot. Around the 2.S GHz
and 8.S GHz some sudden peaks (probably oseillations) show up. These harmonies may
weil trigger undamped high frequency oscillations in the lumped capacitor/inductor pin
model. Also the lumped model will no longer hold for high enough harmonies.

Many times it has been argued that the edge of the LVC244 is far to slow to justify
transmission line modelling of the leadframe. In addition it has been argued that short
transmission lines cause small step sizes and therefore long simulation times. This is
because the automatic step size controller adapts its step to the shortest transmission line,
whieh is necessary for good aecuraey. This may be so, but oscillations slow down the
simulation too as the automatic step size controller tries to track the - usually high
frequency -' oscillation. Not to mention the possibility that the simulation does not
converge at all!

Judging the frequency components of a buffer on the edge alone is not enough. This
point of view is overlooking the presenee of harmonies [30]. And the frequencies of the
oscillations occurring are often in the range of GHz. For these frequencies the lumped
inductor model is na longer valid.

So a stabIe numerical model is favourable for reliable simulation times. To determine
time steps in a transient analysis, Pstar usus two algorithms, namely the "BDF rule" and
the "trapezoid rule". By default the BDF rule is used. The trapezoid rule ean be used
when numerical oscillations are expected. E.g. in circuits with a high Q factor or in
circuits where certain transmission line models oecur.

6.3 Bonrling wire

Not only the leadframe inductance, also the inductance and the resistance of a gold
bonding wire [2] have to be included. The connection between the leadframe and the
bond pad is' performed by a gold bonding wire. As the diameter of the wire is very
small, a high portion of the total resistanee from die to PCB is to be found in the
bonding wire. This will provide the necessary damping which is not found in the
leadframe, as the resistance of the bonding wire is about two orders of magnitude higher,
say 100mn. The high speed ofthe logic ICs in conjunction with the harmonies produced
imposes modelling of the skin effect, as shown in figure 6.S. The bonding wire studied
is 480 ~m long and has a diameter of 2S~m. The curve of interest starts at SO mn for
low frequencies. From 0.1 GHz on it is clear that the resistance rises due to the skin
effect.
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The higher resistance of
the gold bonding wire for
the harmonies of the
LVC244D - the funda
mental is about 150 up to
200 MHz - due to the
skin effect may weIl ef
fectively damp high fre
quency oscillations that
trouble simûlations. The
inductance of the bon
ding wire is such that is
can not be neglected, see
figure 6.6. The horizontal
line shows the inductance
calculated by a simple figure 6.5
model. The curved line is
calculated by a more ac-
curate model. The inductance is constant over a wide frequency range, up to
approximately 40 GHz. Note that the frequency axis of the inductance plot is linear
instead of logarithmic, as in the case of the resistance. So a constant inductance as a first
order approximation is allowabie for the high speed digital logic studied.

6.4 Bond pad
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Compared to the circuit,
a bond pad ~as a respec
table area on the IC die.
The die itself is rather
thin so the bond pad can
have a respectable capa
citanee to ground, as the
bulk is connected to
ground. As there are a lot
p-n junctions inside the
die, there will be a lot of
depletion capacitance
anyway. This aspect
however has not been
studied.

~
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figure 6.6 Inductance versus frequency
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6.5 Conclusions

The fundamental frequency of high speed logic studied is about 200 MHz. As the
resistance of the soldering joint is low compared to other sources, it can be neglected.
Also the resistance of the leadframe is negligible. The inductance and mutual inductance
however have to be included. Also the parallel capacitance of the leadframe, when
mounted over a groundplane, has to be included. The series resistance of the bonding
wire exceeds all thè others by far. As it is the most important part of damping it can not
be neglected. Also the skin effect in the bonding wire becomes important. As the
harmonics in high speed logic have a higher frequency spectrum, those will be damped
better by the increased skin effect resistance.

Note that the lumped inductor-capacitor model of the leadframe is only valid below its
resonant frequency. When the spectrum of the high speed logic contains a significant
harmonics part exceeding the resonant frequency, the transmission line leadframe model
should be adopted.
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7 Integrated circuits

For the measurements and simulations two Integrated Circuits (ICs) have been studied,
namely a buffer and a DRAM. As it was developed at Philips, availability of the buffer
model was no problem. Unfortunately, little is known about the buffer. This is especially
annoying as it constitutes the only termination of the transmission line, i.c. the PCB
trace, and thus it has a great influenee on the waveforms.

7.1 Buffer

A buffer is used as a power output sta-
ge between a low power output - e.g. a
microprocessor - and a low impedance 10E 1 20 Veeload - e.g. a long PCB trace - which re-
quires more current than the micropro- 1Ao 2 19 20E
cessor can deliver. Therefore the buffer
has an casy to drive high input impe- 2YO 3 18 1YO
dance and a low impedance high cur-
rent drive capability output. 1A1 4 17 2AO

13

16

15

11

14

12

244

Pin configuration of lVC244 buffer

7

9

5

8

6

10GND

The buffer used in measurement and si
mulation is the Philips LVC244D, an
octal buffer/line driver; tri state. The
three output states are: on state, low
impedance, low level; on state, low im
pedance, high level; and off state, high
impedance, any level. Selection of the
on/off state can be made by means of
the output enable, whieh in the case of
the 244 is low active: a low level vol
tage on the output enable pin makes the
output ofthè buffer active. The low im-
pedance state can be made low or high
by means of making the input level low
or high. Octal means that there are figure 7.1

eight buffers integrated on the chip.
The letter D in the type description means a S020 package has been used: SO stands for
Small Outline, 20 is the pin count. Also SSOP - a smaller package size - is available:
the Philips LVC244DB.
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1Y018

2YO 3

Logic symbols of the LVC244 tri
state buffer

2 1AO

172AO

1 10E

1920E

The type number 244 indicates this is an
octal tri state buffer. C in LVC stands for
CMOS which is an acronym for Comple
mentary Metal Oxide Silicon. So NMOS
as weIl as PMOS transistors are used. LV
stands for Low Voltage, i.c. a 3.3 Volts
supply. The input however can handle
voltages up to 5.5 Volts, so the LVC244D
can be used as an interface between low
voltage and .TTL levellogic. This is the
case in the customer application. The pin
configuration is shown in figure 7.1. The
logic symbols are shown in figure 7.2.
The buffer in between pin 6 (1 A2) and
pin 14 (1 Y2) has been used during the
measurements and simulations. Since a se
cond buffer was connected in parallel, this
buffer was in the high impedance off sta
te. A basic LVC inverter sub circuit is
shown in figure 7.3. The circuit is a push- figure 7.2

pull drain follower. Therefore, in contrary
to TTL, CMOS circuits will step rail-to-
rail. The circuit is capable to source as weil as drain current, but has a rather high output
impedanee, which is approximately fifteen Ohms for the LVC244.

7.1.1 Designer model

For the deve!opment of an IC a Computer
Aided Design (CAD) tooI is used in the
form of a circuit simulator. Internationally
weIl known is the circuit simulator SPICE
developed at Berkeley. SPICE is an acronym
for Simulation Program with Integrated Cir
cuit Emphasis. Philips however use their
own circuit simulator Pstar which runs on a
workstation. It is basically the same as
SPICE, but it has got a lot more options and
is somewhat of the PASCAL type. ....,I·'L

I.• ".

Simulations of the complete functional sche
matic of the LVC244D as used with the de
sign have been executed with Pstar. Origi
nally the LVC244D was developed with the

figure 7.3 Basic LVC
circuit

inverter sub
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Philips MOST Model7. As it is replaced by MOST Model9, this model is no longer
supported on a system level. So the functional schematic has been modified and updated
to be able to run the functional schematic. As it is company proprietary, the schematic
of the designer model LVC244 can not be shown.

The buffer is equipped with output edge control. This is a voltage feedback control
system which has been developed to exhibit a constant rate of current change. The
objective is to limit the ground bounce. The edge control is guaranteed for a standard
load, i.e. SOO Ohms in parallel with SOpF.

7.1.2 Customer model

PSpice is a member of the SPICE family of circuit simulators. The programs in this
fami-Iy come from the SPICE2 program develo-ped at the University of California at
Berke-Iey during the early 1970's. PSpice is the first SPICE based simulator available
on IBM Personal Computer (PC) since 1984. The advantage of PSpice over SPICE2 is
performance. As it is faster it is better suited for the limited computational power of a
Pc. A rather simple simulation with just the buf-fer took about half an hour on a PC
with a 80286 processor. The 80287 coprocessor was fitted, otherwise PSpice will not
run. It may be expected that a 80486 or pentium proces-sor is much faster. The same
buffer took a few seconds on an Apollo Domain 4000 workstation. As there is a
conversion program from ESPICE to Pstar there is no problem with running the
customer model on a workstation. Unfortunately ESPICE does not support transmission
lines. So it was better to use Pstar.

1=.3
\11~:, : r II.'·-·S-

1- .::, . c
. 1"--:1-;:-"'

figure 7.4 LVC input sub circuit. tri state
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From the schematic of the customer model a netlist has been generated in PSpice. The
schematic has been simplified while retaining as much as possible the characteristics of
the functional schematic. The schematic of the customer LVC244 input is shown in
figure 7.4.
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figure 7.5 Schematic of the customer LVC244

The schematic of the customer LVC244 output is shown in figure 7.5. The modelling
guide [9] and the 3.5" floppy that accompanies it are freely available for customers. The
output itself consists of eight MOS transistors, four P-channel and four N-channel
devices. In the output the active voltage feedback control system of the edge control has
been replaced by a passive resistor capacitor delay line. Although the capacitors can not
be seen it will be clear that the input capacitance of the MOS transistors will act as such.
The objective is to cut the total change of current into four consecutive parts, therefore
reducing the ground bounce. The driver part has a sort of Schrnitt trigger to suppress
metastability.
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Since each production process exhibits deviations from the ideal parameter setting, the
customer model is delivered for three cases. Firstly, the nominal model for the typical
parameters set. Secondly, the fast model for the best case parameter set. Thirdly, the
slow model for the worst case parameter set.

7.1.3 Comparison

To see how the designer model and the customer model behave, simulations have been
done with two types of load. The first load is the so called standard load, consisting of
a parallel resistor capacitor network. The resistance is 500 a, the capacitance is 50 pF.
The second load is a transmission line with a characteristic impedance of 50 a, a length
of 300 mm, a dielectric constant of 4.2 and a damping of I dB/m. This results in a delay
of about 2.5 ns. As the termination resistance is 5 ka, reflections will be obvious. An
ideal voltage supply has been used. All files start with "llmosl8 Ilocal_user Inyprakt
lalex", followed by an extension.

I - the standard load, rising edge:

The simulations, which can be found in the list of simulations at the back, are "/delay
Ilvc244customerrise.sdif' and "/model9 Ilvc244designerrise.sdif'. The curve of the
customer model is smoother than the somewhat irregular curve of the designer model.
The customer model starts gradually. The designer model is a slow starter, but when
running, the edge is just as fast as the nominal customer model' s. At first sight the fast
customer model seems to match best with the designer model. A closer look reveals that
it is only thé overshoot which looks the same. The rise time of the fast customer model
is much faster than the designer model's; the nominal customer model has the same rise
time as the designer model, while the slow customer model is too slow. Interesting, the
edge controlled designer output shows more overshoot than the customer output without
edge control. At least the effect of the edge control shows. Obviously, the designer
output rises with a straight line for a longer time, while the customer model slows down
at the end of the step, resulting in more overshoot for the designer model. It appears that
the claimed reduction in ground bounce does not result in less overshoot at the output.

II - the standard load, falling edge:

The simulations, which can be found in the list of simulations at the back, are "/delay
Ilvc244customerfall.sdif' and "/model9 Ilvc244designerfall.sdif'. Here too, the curve of
the customer model is smoother than the somewhat irregular curve of the designer
model, especially in the beginning of the step, when the output transistors are switched.
At first sight the fast customer model seems to match best with the designer model. A
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closer look reveals that it is not only the overshoot which looks the same. The rise time
of the fast customer model is equal to the designer model' s; the nominal customer model
as weIl as the slow customer model have a slower rise time.

Conclusions for the standard load:

For a standard laad there is a difference between the speed of the customer model and
the designer model. The designer model has the same speed for bath rising and falling
edge. The customer model is slower on the falling edge: on the rising edge the designer
model is equally fast as the nominal customer, on the falling edge the designer model
is equally fast as the fast customer model. Probably caused by the difference in
behaviour of NMOS and PMOS transistors, there is a characteristic difference between
the form of the curve of rising and falling edge for both designer and customer model.

III - the transmission line load, rising edge:

The simulations, which can be found in the list of simulations at the back, are "/delay
Ilvc244customerrisetline.sdif' and "/modeI9/Ivc244designerrisetline.sdif'. The curves of
the customer model and the designer model show distinct differences around switching
level (1.5 V). This mainly concerns the farm. As the first reflection shows the same
height for the nominal customer model and the designer model the step of both models
must have been the same, though the step is not clearly visible. The customer model
elearly shows a wave going up and down the transmission line. The designer model on
the contrary, shows reflections but they can not be distinguished very weIl. Instead of
a square wave form as in the customer model, the reflections are more of sinusoidal farm
in the case of the designer model. So it seems that the edge contral suppresses the
reflections.

IV - the transmission line load, falling edge:

The simulations, which can be found in the list of simulations at the back, are "/delay
Ilvc244customerfalltline.sdif' and "/model9 Ilvc244designerfalltline.sdif'. The curves of
the customer model and the designer model show distinct differences: the customer
model shows a smooth line whereas the designer model meanders around that line.
Though near the end of the step both models show the same form, the designer model
is wilder. As the first reflection shows the same level for the nominal customer model
and the designer model, the step of both models must have been the same, although the
step is not clearly visible. The customer model as weIl as the designer model show
reflections, but, as the reflections are more sinusoidal than square wave of form, they can
not be distinguished very weIl. The difference between the visibility of the reflections
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of the rising edge and the falling edge in case of the customer model is because of the
Iess obvious first reflection, which however is obvious indeed for the fast customer
model. So the step made with the falling edge is less than with the rising edge.

Conclusions for the transmission line load:

Regarding the performance in terms of reflection peak level, rise time and even time
delay, the designer model and the customer model give almost the same results, which
makes both models equally suited for simulation of digital signals on transmission lines.

7.2 DRAM
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The DRAM input of pin
17 (A6) has been used
for measurements and
simulations. The input
capacitance specified for
this pin is 6 pF. As a
leadframe is used to
transport a signal from
outside the package to
inside the package, an
inductance of 5 nH is
assumed, based on the
dimensions of the pack-
age, being about the sa-
me as the LVC244. As
the dimensions of the
silicon chip are un-
known, this is not very figure 7.6

accurate. There are a lot
of different leadframes for different silicon chip sizes, all for the same S020 package.

DRAM is an acronym
for Dynamic Random
Access Memory. The
DRAM type used is the
NEC ~PD42S17400L.
The pin configuration of
the DRAM is given in
figure 7.6.
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Input proteetion LVC logie

During the simulations also the
input protection circuit of the
LVC logic has been tested on the
place of the DRAM. The input
protection is there for reasons of
ESD (Electro Static Discharge),
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which is one of the main causes "'~---C==J-----1t--------4Sl.'"
of IC failure. As almost perfect
termination occurred, the results
were far from satisfactory. This
is not surprising. The protection
resistance is 200.0, and as there
are 4 DRAMs the parallel equi-
valent resistance is 500, which
is almost equal to the characte-

figure 7.7
ristic impedance of the PCB tra-
ce. From figure 7.7 is clear that
areasonabie estimation of the series resistance can be made by measuring the voltage
over and the current through resistor and diode. The error will be caused by the guess
for the diode voltage. Measurements showed no current, so the protection circuit inside
the DRAM is probably different from LVC. Attempts made to trace the input protection
of the SRAM were unsuccessful. So the series inductor-capacitor model was adopted.

7.3 Conclusions

With reference to performance in terms of reflection peak level, rise time and even time
delay, when subjected to the same model ofthe environment the designer model and the
customer model show almost similar waveforms. The level of the customer model
deviates about ten per cent.
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8 Power supply

8.1 Ideal voltage source

Normal!y simulations are executed with the use of ideal voltage sources as supported by
the simulator. An ideal independent voltage source delivers a prescribed voltage no
matter what current is asked. It is therefore capable of delivering infinite power. In the
physical world no such source exists. The real voltage source has a non zero output
impedance and a finite current capability. So the supply voltage wil! drop as a function
of the current delivered.

The speed or a CMOS circuit is quite sensitive to the supply voltage. The propagation
delay drops e.g. for the LVC244D from 4.lns at VCC= 3.3V, to 21ns at VCC= i.2V. In
case of CMOS the P-channel MOS transistor's source is directly connected to the power
supply, so the power supply rejection ratio wil1 be poor. In fact the power supply wil!
modulate the output current just as wel! as the gate does. In addition, the output
impedance of the power supply wil! cause current feedback at the source, effectively
degrading the performance of the MOS transistor. Note that the influence at the source
is about the same as at the gate. If the output stage were to be a source fol1ower, some
degree of rejection by the drain would have been the case. As this is not sa, an improper
designed power supply wil! cause serious loss of speed.

From a numerical point of view the ideal voltage source is not favourable either, for it
can easily cause instability during simulation. Often a correlation can be found between
what is physical!y feasible and what is numerical!y computable. The ideal inductor e.g.,
non existent in nature, shows the same numerical instability.

8.2 Practical voltage source

A practical yoltage source usual!y is a regulator in the form of an IC. Most regulators
are specified up to a frequency of 10kHz. This means that for frequencies higher than
10Khz the regulation wil! drop, e.g. due to internal phase shift. This also means that
output impedance wil! rise. It will be very clear that for high speed logic ICs with
frequencies up to 100MHz the regulator will no longer perform its intended function.
Therefore, to lower the impedance of the power supply, capacitive decoupling becomes
necessary.
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8.3 Supply lioes

On a PCB the supply lines from the power supply to the IC consist of traces. As the
lines can be very long the series resistance can not be neglected. In addition there is
inductance, which plays a major role at high frequencies. The PCB traces usually are
situated on top of a ground plane, possessing a capacitance distributed all along the line.
At high frequencies these traces too behave like transmission lines. So again the wave
character of digital signals is met on the PCB. This implies that even a fast power supply
can never deliver the current to a high speed logic IC in time. Therefore some measures
have to be taken.

8.4 Decoupliog

To avoid the supply voltage to drop more than the noise margin allows decoupling is
essential. For that purpose capacitors are used. The capacitance needed can be easily
calculated from the weil known relationship for capacitors.

;= C dv
dl

Rewritten for the bypass capacitance, the parameters needed are the rise time tp the
allowable voltage drop L'lVcc and the operating current Icc '

t,
Cbypass= lee --

!1 Vee

Alas capacitors are far from ideal, exhibiting series resistance and inductance besides
capacitance. In general resistance, inductance and capacitance are frequency dependant.

The Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR) is determined by energy dissipation n the
dielectric material as weU as in the electrodes. Inductance is mainly size dependant,
increasing with length, decreasing with width and thickness. Capacitance is dependant
on size and dielectric material. The additional stray capacitance of package and leads is
incIuded into the total value of the capacitance. So capacitor and capacitance must be
chosen carefully, compromising between the desired part - capacitance - and the
undesired part - ESR and inductance - which deteriorates the effect of the capacitance.

First of aU electrolytic or tantalum capacitors are used for the power supply line bypass.
To smooth the fluctuations caused by the switching buffers they are placed somewhere
near the ICs: The choice is made on basis of their high capacitance. However, owing to
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their high series resistance and inductance those units are rendered as unsuitable for
bypassing high speed logic ICs. That is where the cerarnic multilayer capacitors come
in. They are used as local bypass capacitors and are mounted as near as possible to the
power supply pin of an IC, to minimise the inductance (and resistance) presented by the
PCB trace. The temptation of capacitance overkill must be tarned, as capacitor package
size will grow with capacitance and inductance increases with size. When the inductance
increases too much the effect of an increased capacitance diminishes. So a compromise
between capacitance and inductance has to be found. For most applications capacitance
and inductance of a ceramic multilayer capacitor can be regarded as frequency
independent below 1 GHz. The ESR is strongly dependant on frequency. A low ESR in
a bypass capacitor is a two-edged sword. It provides a low impedance capacitor as weIl
as a hardly damped resonant circuit. Some inductance can be found in a PCB trace or
an IC pin, forming the inductor-capacitor resonator. High speed logic with fast flanks can
easily trigger the resonator, causing a noisy power supply. An elegant solution is the
addition of an electrolytic capacitor, which will provide both adamping resistance for
the resonant circuit and a lot of capacitance for smoothing.

Other factors which have to be taken into account are aging, temperature stability,
voltage sensitivity and the piezoelectric effect. The first three factors are dealing with
capacitance loss in macroscopic time. The piezoelectric effect in ceramic materials deals
with capacitance variation in microscopie time making a system sensitive to shocks,
which may cause improper system functioning [3].

8.5 Noise suppression

Noise suppression is an important aspect of PCB design. The circuits on PCB should not
interfere with each other. Also susceptibility to incident waves and radiation should be
as low as possible. Therefore filtering is performed.

8.5.1 Filtering

In order to suppress noise from the power
supply line low-pass-filtering is applied.
Usually a third order 1t-filter as shown in
figure 8.1 is used. The electrolytic capa
citor performs buffering - the high capaci
tance - as weIl as weIl as damping - the
series resistance - which will be discussed
later. In fact the filtering function goes
both ways. Not only noise from the po
wer supply line to the logic ICs but also

figure 8.1
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noise produced by the switching logic ICs which travels to the power supply line and
other circuits is filtered. So local filtering is an important aspect in PCB lay-out. To
illustrate the effect of the filter as present in the application studied see simulation
"/finaldesi Ifunctionalfallfilteran.sdif' for the falling edge and "/finaldesi
Ifunctionalriseminusprobe.sdif' for the rising edge: VN(20) is the voltage at pin 20 of
the LVC244D, VN(21) is the voltage before the 7t-filter and VN(22) is the voltage after
the 7t-filter. All simulations are found from the root in "llmosl8 Ilocal_user Inyprakt
lalex" . As can be seen the filter is highly effective. The supply voltage is not exactly
3.3V: some voltage drop is caused by the 1.50 series resistance ofthe inductor, the rest
by the PCB trace resistance. As the inductor has been changed for a ferrite with a lower
series resistance, the voltage drop will be reduced in the new PCB design.

8.5.2 EMI

From another perspective the 7t-filter has even more implications than might have been
expected. A major concern with the application of high speed logic ICs is
ElectroMagnetic Interference (EMI). As products will have to comply with
electromagnetic emission standards, this will become more important in the near future.
Electromagnetic behaviour can be formulated by

§E.dC= - :t JJS.dS.

The central issue of EMI is loop area, the S in the formula. Without the filter, the area
consists of the entire loop from IC to power supply, as shown in figure 8.2.

figure 8.2

'I •

Loop area with and without "-filter

7~L"/C:"'4~

By inserting alocal 7t-filter, the loop area has been reduced to a fraction of the original,
namely the area in between the filter and the IC. This effectively reduces radiation as
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weIl as susceptibility to incident fields of the circuit in question. Jn case of high speed
logic JCs it is not surprising that they are prone to radiation, because of their high speed.
Susceptibility to incident fields however will also be the case when slow circuits are
concerned. Thus, as the atmosphere becomes more and more polluted by radio frequency
electromagnetic waves it is no luxury to keep loop areas small by filtering.

8.6 Capacitor model

It~eal beh,wior

Capacitors are far from ideal, exhibi
ting series resistance and inductance
besides capacitance. In general resis
tance, inductance and capacitance are
frequency dependant. While the series
inductance and capacitance can be re
garded as constant below a frequency
of IGHz, the equivalent series resis
tance can not. The equivalent series re
sistance is determined by energy dissi
pation mechanisms in the dielectric
material as well as in the electrodes.
Jnductancc is mainly dependant of size,
increasing with length, decreasing with
width and thickness. The effect of in
ductance on the impedance of the ca
pacitor is illustrated in figure 8.3.

figure 8.3
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The equivalent circuit for a ceramic capacitor is shown in figure 8.4. It consists of the
fore mentioned parasitic inductance and resistance as well as the intended capacitance.
The circuit is valid for frequencies below the series resonant frequency (fsJ

fs,= 1

I~21t/LC
.. -

rv"V"V'"

At series resonant frequency the impe- figure 8.4 Capacitor model

dance is determined solely by the se-
ries resistance. Above the series resonant frequency the capacîtor's behaviour IS

inductive.

The inductance is determined by the case size, and can thus be easily extracted. The
equivalent series resistance is particularly troublesome, as its value is strongly frequency
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and capacitance dependant. In the capacitor model used during the simulations the ESR
has a fixed value. The ESR has been chosen on basis of capacitance value and frequency
of the wave front produced by the buffer. As the additional resistance for higher
frequencies is not modelled high frequency oscillations during the simulation could have
been damped better than is the case now.

8.7 Inductor model
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Inductors are even less ideal than
capacitors. They exhibit series
resistance and parallel capacitance
besides inductance. In general
resistance, inductance and capacitance
are frequency dependant. The effect of
capacitance on the impedance of the
inductor is illustrated in figure 8.5. The
maximum impedance of the inductor is
at resonance, which is equal to the
series resistance of the windings. The
electrical dissipation is caused by the
series resistance, which is determined
by the finite conductivity of the

windings, usually copper. With figure 8.5
increasing inductance, the wire length
(l) usually increases, while the
diameter (cl) decreases. Both factors
increase the series resistance, the latter even quadratic. The resistivity per unit length is
presented by the symbol p, about 17 nQ/m for copper.

41
Rseries= p 2

1td

The magnetic energy dissipation me
chanisms in the ferromagnetic material
are constituted by hysteresis as weIl as
eddy-currents. The saturation (~oMsaJ

figure 8.6 Inductor model
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for metallic iron is about two Wh/m2
• Although the latter is about four times less for

ferrites it is nevertheless preferred over metallic iron because of its superior high
frequency behaviour. The parasitic capacitance is formed by the numerous windings of
the coil which are close in distance. With the formula for a planar capacitor in mind the
winding capacitance is easily imaginable. With A for Area and d for distance. The
equivalent circuit for an inductor is shown in figure 8.5. It consists of a parallel
capacitance and a series resistance as well as the intended inductance. The circuit is valid
for frequencies below the parallel resonant ftequency (fpr)'

8.8' Conclusions

A weIl designed power supply is of major importance for proper functioning of high
speed logic circuits. The right choice of both capacitor and capacitance for decoupling
as weIl as local filtering is mandatory for each PCB design.

As for the simulations: using an ideal power supply is not the right thing to do. Firstly,
the buffer's performance will be too optimistic. Secondly, numerical instability will occur
more often.
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9 Customer environment

In search for a suitable customer environment for testing the customer SPICE models of
the output buffer an interesting case was found at Philips Communication Systems (PCS)
in Hilversum. The application studied concerns a typical buffer application of driving a
DRAM over a PCB trace. Measurements ofthe digital signals of buffer, via and DRAM
on the PCB have been performed. By means of transmission !ine models of the PCB
traces and usage of the customer model of the buffer, simulations have been executed.
Adaptations have been made to the power supply model and the leadframe model.
Including probe models in the simulation was found to be essential for predicting the
oscilloscope's picture watched. Also verification has been made with the model with
which the IC output buffer was designed.

9.1 Printed Circuit Board

The customer environment which has been studied is a business communication system
type Sopho iS30p. A business communication system is constructed using building
blocks. The scheme is shown in figure 9.1.
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figure 9.1 Schematic of a business communication system

Two parts can be distinguished, namely a computer part and a switching part. The
computer pa'rt consists of a CCS board and a cm board, where CCS stands for Central
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Control Slice and CIE stands for Communication Interface External. The switching part
consists of a SNS board and a PM board, where SNS stands for Switching Network
Slice, PM stands for Periphery Module. A business communication system makes use
of a totalof four CCS boards. A minimum of two is required for proper functioning. Sa
a defect on a CCS board does not lead to failure of the system as a whoIe. Also it is
possible to replace a defect CCS board during operation of the communication system.

n

IJ uU

coccccccccc·~0
ococccqcccc .~

figure 9.2 Detail of the top of the multilayer PCB of the application of interest

The application studied can be found on the ces board of Sopho iS30p. A detail of the
CCS board showing the top layer of the application of interest can be seen in figure 9.2.
On the CCS board several Standard Logic ICs are used, among others the Philips
LVC2440 buffer. In this case the interface capability of converting TTL level (5 Volts)
to Low Voltage level (3.3 Volts) is used. On this board bath types of logic coexist for
reasans of component availability. A totalof four octal buffers drive four ORAMs over
a bus of fourteen PCB traces. Two buffers make use of a single trace, sa the tri state
option is used to select the right buffer. Thus a single buffer (012.2) is used to drive a
set of four DRAM (015.1..4) inputs over one PCB trace (RA[6]).
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9.2 Measurements

The measurements on the ees board of the Sopho iS30p have been carried out in
Hilversum at peso The measurement setup is shown in figure 9.3.
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figure 9.3 Measurement setup
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The instruments used are a Philips PE1514 triple power supply, a Philips PM5134
function generator and a Tektronix 2467 350 MegaHertz oscilloscope using Philips
PM8927A probes. The probes were fitted with male coaxial connectors. A female coaxial
connector was soldered as close as possible to the measurement point of interest. From
the oscilloscope screen black and white polaroids have been taken of the wave forms
watched. The first polaroid shows the power supply bounce. The second and fourth
polaroid show the buffer output rising and falling. The third and the fifth polaroid show
the DRAM input rising and falling.
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The first polaroid, shown in
figure 9.4, was taken from
the oscilloscope picture of
the power supply pin. This
is the pin with the highest
pin number (20 in case of
S020). The attenuation of
the probes . is ten times
(lOX). The vertical scale
represents voltage in 20
milliVolts per division. The
horizontal scale represents
time in 50 nanoseconds per
division, in contrast to the
rest of the polaroids, which
have a time scale of five
nanoseconds per division.

From the point of view of figure 9.4 Buffer power supply versus time

power supply bounce, there
clearly is a difference between a rising edge and a falling edge. The first bounce in
figure 9.4 is caused by the rising edge, the second by the falling. The dip in the power
supply is caused by the current surge of the output. When the output goes up it must
deliver current to the load: which initially consists of the PCB and somewhat later the
DRAM too. When the reflection comes back the current is no longer needed. The spike
which follows the dip is caused by the inductance of the supply pin. The negative rate
of change of the cunent through the inductor reverses the polarity of the voltage over
the inductor. So at that moment the power supply has to drain current instead of source
it. The first dip for the falling edge is caused by the through current. As the N-channel
transistor is faster than the P-channel transistor, a current through both transistors will
flow before the P-channel transistor is cut off.

The second polaroid, shown in figure 9.5, was taken from the oscilloscope's picture of
the buffer input pin, number 6, and output pin, number 14: rising edge. The same probes
have been used, so the same attenuation of ten times (1 OX) is realised. The vertical scale
represents voltage in 1 Volt per division. The horizontal scale represents time in five
nanoseconds per division.

The rising edge of both input, the slow one, and the output of the buffer, the fast one,
are shown. The input of the buffer is the output of the function generator. Because the
input only triggers the output, the output edge of the buffer can be faster than the input
edge. The switching voltage is about 1.5 Volts. There is no clearly visible reflected wave
switching. The overshoot is caused by the reflection coming back from the end of the
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line. Because of the relati
vely high (lSQ) output im
pedanee of the buffer, it
damps out rapidly. Never
theless the buffer is capable
of sourcing a hundred milli
Amps at an output voltage
of 1.5 Volt, thereby being
capable of driving low im
pedance transmission lines.
Note that the reflection at
the drain input is positive
(Zd>Zo), whereas the reflec
tion at the buffer output is
negative (Zu<Zo),

Buffer input and DRAM input versus time: rising
edge

Buffer input and output versus time: rising edge

The rising edge of the input
of the buffer, the slow one,
and the input of the
DRAM, the fast one, are
shown. As there is no other
termination of the transmis- figure 9.6
sion line constituted by the
PCB trace than the input
capacitance of the DRAM, almost fuU reflection will occur. As the peak value is 4.4
Volts at the DRAM input, the step performed by the buffer must have been a 2.2 Volts
minimum. Alas this is not witnessed at the buffer output. One cause is the wave
character of the digital signals measured being on the edge of visibility. The other, as
wiU be shown later, is filtering performed by probes and oscilloscope. The forth

The third polaroid, shown figure 9.5

in figure 9.6, was taken
from the oscilloscope pic
ture of the b.uffer input pin,
as reference, and the
DRAM input pin, number
17: rising edge. The same
probes have been used as
before. The vertical scale
represents voltage in I Volt
per division. The horizontal
scale represents time in five
nanoseconds per division.
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Buffer input and DRAM input versus time:
falling edge

Buffer input and output versus time: falling edge

The falling edge of both in
put, the slow one, and the
output of the buffer, the figure 9.7

fast one, are shown. The in
put of the buffer is the out
put of the function genera
tor. As was the case with
the rising edge, the output
edge of the buffer is faster
than the input edge owing
to the fact that the input on
ly triggers the output. The
switching voltage is about
1.5 Volts. From the picture,
it seems that the propaga
tion delay of the falling ed
ge is longer than of the ri
sing edge. This is not the
case for the buffer alone.
However, due to the slow
edge of the function genera
tor, and the fact that it has figure 9.8
to come from five Volts
down to 1.5 Volts, instead
of from zero Volts up to 1.5 Volts, it takes a while langer before the switching level is
reached. Again, there is no clearly visible ref1ected wave switching. The undershoot is
caused by the ref1ection coming back from the end of the line. The ref1ections damp out
rapidly.

polaroid, shown in figure
9.7, was taken from the os
cilloscope picture of the
buffer input pin, number 6,
and output pin, number 14:
falling edge. The same pro
bes have been used, so the
same attenuation of ten ti
mes (I OX) is realised. The
vertical scale represents
voltage in 1 Volt per divi
sion. The horizontal scale
represents time in five na
noseconds per division.
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The fifth polaroid, shown in figure 9.8, was taken from the oscilloscope picture of the
buffer input pin, as reference, and the DRAM input pin, number 17. The same probes
have been used as before. The vertical scale represents voltage in 1 Volt per division.
The horizontal scale represents time in five nanoseconds per division.

The falling edge of the input of the buffer, the slow one, and the input of the DRAM,
the fast one, are shown. As there is no termination of the transmission line constituted
by the PCB trace but the input capacitance of the DRAM, almost full reflection will
occur. As the peak value is minus 1.1 Volts at the DRAM input, the step performed by
the buffer must have been a 2.2 Volts minimum. Alas this feature - reflected wave
switching - is not witnessed at the buffer output. One cause is the wave character of the
digital signals measured being on the edge of visibility. The other, more important, is
filtering performed by probes and oscilloscope.

Usually reflected wave switching is referred to when the buffer is not capable of
reaching the switching level in the first step. As the buffer output level reaches 2.2 Volts
on the rising edge, the switching level (1.5 Volts) is reached at the incident wave, so in
fact incident wave switching is performed: that is, the switching level is reached and
preferably surpassed at the incident wave. But as two steps should have been seen and
reflection is the case the term reflected wave switching is used.

Also polaroids of an intermediate point have been taken, namely a through via less than
halfway the distance from buffer output to DRAM input. This point however only shows
an intermediate voltage and is therefore not very interesting.

9.3 Simulations

The customer application measured has been simulated as accurate as possible, while
using the customer output buffer model. Transmission line models for the PCB traces as
supported by the Philips simulator Pstar have been used. During the model development
process several adaptations have been tested. The power supply traces are included as
transmission lines. The local power supply 7t-filter is constructed with non-ideal elements
and transmission lines, apart from the ideal voltage source at the end of the line. The
through vias are included as small lumped 7t-filters. The DRAM has been modelled as
consisting of a input capacitance with a pin inductance. Much effort has been put into
the leadframe model, being a source of numerical instability. The bonding resistance and
inductance are added. The lumped inductor/capacitor model of the leadframe is replaced
by a transmission line model. The soldering joint is neglected. Modelling the probe has
been cumbersome. Finally the simplest model was adopted. For verification the designer
model of the output buffer has been used.
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9.3.1 Designer model

The simulations have been executed with the Philips simulator Pstar. For the output
buffer the functional schematic of the designer has been used. The existing Pstar netlist
has been modified for the use of MOST Mode19. The lumped inductor/capacitor
leadframe model as supplied to the customer has been used. No bonding resistance or
inductance has been included. Because of resulting convergence problems, some of the
simulations have been executed with fixed step size denoted by "an" in the filename. The
AN-series in Pstar is used for defining a fixed number of intervals. So the only
difference between the designer model and the customer model is the model used to
describe of ~hat is diffused into the silicon chip.

To demonstrate the effect of the probes and the oscilloscope and to show the way that
has gone to explain the polaroids, the simulations will be shown in a certain order.
First of all the reallife on PCB will be shown, followed by the life on PCB when probes
are added on all measurement points. This is followed by the resulting picture on the
oscilloscope. As it is not realistic to put probes on all measurement points, because of
the heavy loading, finally the exact measurement setup with the right connection of
probes is simulated. The voltages simulated are: the input (IA2) of the buffer: VN(6),
the output (l Y2) of the buffer: VN(l4), the power supply (VCC) of the buffer: VN(20),
the input of the DRAM: VN(23) and the via: VN(24). The node numbers of the buffer
have been kept the same as the S020 pin numbering, the DRAM and via not. The
oscilloscope's pictures are denoted with an extra "I". So VN(l06) means voltage number
06 as seen on oscilloscope, VN(l14) means voltage number 14 on oscilloscope and so
on for VN(l20), VN(l23) and VN(l24).
The rising as well as the falling edge have been simulated. The name of each file starts
with: "llmosl8 Ilocal_user Inyprakt lalex", followed by a further specification.

1 - the tising edge of the designer model:

I In simulation "/finaldesi Ifunctionalriseminusprobe.sdir' the rea1 life on PCB,
without probe loading, is shown. All node voltages are supplied. As all the
harmonics are present, the wave forms are much wilder than with probe loading.

11 In simulation "/finaldesi Ifunctionalriseplusprobe.sdir' of march the 31st 1995 at
14:24:02 hours the life on PCB with probes added is shown. As levels have
dropped, the loading of the probes is clearly visible. Also some speed is lost, and
there is less reflection.

III In simulation "/finaldesi Ifunctionalriseplusprobe.sdir' of march the 31 st 1995 at
14:23:07 hours the picture as would have been seen on oscilloscope is shown.
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The .filtering of probes and oscilloscope removes the harmonics, providing a
smoother image than reality.

IV In simulation "/finaldesi Ifunctionalrisevcc.sdif' the measurement setup of figure
9.4 is taken into account. Note that the time scale of the measurement is 50
nanoseconds per division. The waveforms of the measurement in figure 9.4 are
too close to be of use in verifying the form. The levels agree quite weil though.

V In simulation "/finaldesi Ifunctionalrisebufinbufout.sdif' the measurement setup
of figure 9.5 is taken into account. The overshoot level of the simulation stays
behind, about 2 tenths of a Volt. The waveforms of measurement and simulation
are quite similar.

VI In simulation "/finaldesi Ifunctionalrisebufindramin.sdif' the measurement setup
of figure 9.6 is taken into account. The overshoot level of the simulation stays
behind. The waveforms are quite the same. The overshoot level stays behind,
about 2 tenths of a Volt.

2 - the falling edge of the designer model:

In simulation "/finaldesi Ifunctionalfallminusprobeanf.sdif' the real life on PCB
is shown. The same pattern as for the rising edge will be seen.

Il In simulation "/finaldesi Ifunctionalfallplusprobe.sdif' of march the 31 st 1995 at
14:57:09 hours the life on PCB with probes added is shown. The loading of the
probes is clearly visible.

III In simulation "/finaldesi Ifunctionalfallplusprobe.sdif' of march the 31 st 1995 at
14:56:26 hours the picture as would have been seen on oscilloscope is shown.
The filtering of probes and oscilloscope removes the harmonics.

IV In simulation "/finaldesi IfunctionalfaIlvccan.sdif' the measurement setup of
figure 9.4 is taken into account. Note that the time scale of the measurement is
50 nanoseconds per division. The time scale of the measurement of figure 9.4 is
too long to be of any use to verify the form. The levels agree quite weIl.

V In simulation "/finaldesi IfunctionalfaIlbufinbufout.sdif' the measurement setup
of figure 9.7 is taken into account. A close match can be seen, staying behind just
a tenth of a Volt.

VI In simulation "/finaldesi Ifunctionalfallbufindramin.sdif' the measurement setup
of figure 9.8 is taken into account. A close match can be seen, staying behind just
a tenth of a Volt.
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The overshoot levels of the measurement are worse than simulated. This may have been
caused by improper adjustment of the probes. They were not checked right before the
measurement. Also the model of the probe may be the cause. It would be interesting to
do measurements on the probe alone, to be able to model it weIl. Probably due to
neglected parasiticsThe adjustment of the probe model was difficuIt. The undershoot
levels of the falling edge are better than the overshoot levels of the rising edge. On the
whoIe, to be able to verify the simulations better, the loading of the probes and the
filtering of the measurement setup should be reduced.

9.3.2 Customer model

The simulations have been executed with the Philips simulator Pstar. For the output
buffer the customer model has been used. To be able to run it on a workstation, the
SPICE source netlist was translated to Pstar. The lumped inductor/capacitor leadframe
model as supplied to the customer has been used. No bonding resistance or inductance
has been included. The same model for PCB and VCC has been used. In fact, the only
change made is exchanging the designer model for the customer model.

To demonstrate the effect of the probes and the oscilloscope and to show the way that
has been gone to explain the polaroids, the simulations will be shown in the same order
as before.
First of all the real life on PCB will be shown, followed by the life on PCB when probes
are added on all measurement points. That is: input buffer, output buffer, VCC, via and
DRAM. This is followed by the resulting picture on the oscilloscope. Finally the exact
measurement setup with the right connection of the probes will be shown.
The voltages simulated are: the input of the buffer: VN(6), the output of the buffer:
VN(l4), the·power supply of the buffer: VN(20), the input of the DRAM: VN(23) and
sometimes the via: VN(24). The pin numbers of the buffer have been kept the same. The
oscilloscope's pictures are denoted with an extra "1". So VN(106) means voltage number
6 as seen on oscilloscope, VN( 114) means voltage number 14 on oscilloscope and so on
for VN(l20), VN(l23) and VN(124). The rising as weIl as the falling edge have been
simulated.

1 - the rising edge of the customer model:

I In simulation "/finalcust /sophois30pnomr.sdir' the real life on PCB is shown.
Compared to the designer model the reflected wave switching of the buffer is
much better visible. The effect of the edge control not being included appears.
The two bumps following the steps are almost absent with the designer model.
The valleys fol!owing the bumps are caused by capacitive loading. At the DRAM
a less pronounced reflection occurs, being wider and less high. This in spite of
the more aggressive switching of the buffer. This also seems to be the effect of
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the absence of an edge control and is probably due to the resistor-capacitor delay
line. There are two bumps visible at the buffer which spread out in stead of
concentrate the refleetion bump.

II In simulation "lfinalcust /sophois30pnomprober.sdif' of april the 6th 1995 at
09:35:26 hours the life on PCB with probes added is shown. The loading of the
probes is cIearly visible.

III In simulation "/finalcust /sophois30pnomprober.sdif' of april the 6th 1995 at
09:36: 17 hours the picture as would have been seen on oscilloscope is shown.
The filtering of probes and osciIloseope removes the harmonies.

IV In simulation "/finalcust /sophois30pnomvcer.sdif' the measurement setup of
figure 9.4 is taken into account. Note that the time scale of the measurement is
50 nanoseeonds per division. The waveforms of figure 9.4 are too close to be
of use to verify the form. The levels agree quite weIl though.

V In simulation "/finalcust /sophois30pnombufinbufoutr.sdif' the measurement setup
of figure 9.5 is taken into account. The undershoot level of the simulation stays
behind, about 3 tenths of a Volt. The waveforms are quite the same. The
customer model stays behind the designer model, with respect to the level.

VI In simulation "/finalcust /sophois30pnombufindraminr.sdif' the measurement
setup of figure 9.6 is taken into account. The undershoot level of the simulation
stays behind. The waveforms are quite the same.The overshoot level stays a lot
behind, about 6 tenths of a Volt. This is also a lot behind the designer model.

2 - the falling edge of the customer model:

I In simulation "/finalcust /sophois30pnomf.sdif' the real life on PCB is shown.
Strangely the reflected wave switching of the buffer is not reaIly visible. It seems
as if four steps are taken. The form is completely different from the rising edge.
In contrast, the designer model shows almost the same form for both rising and
faIlil1g edge. At the DRAM a less pronounced reflection oceurs despite of the
more aggressive switching of the buffer. This also seems to be the effect of the
absence of an edge control and is probably due to the resistor-capacitor delay
line, switching consecutively: there are four bumps visible at the buffer output
which spread out the reflection peak.

n In simulation "lfinalcust /sophois30pnomprobef.sdif' of march the 29th 1995 at
16:03 :02 hours the life on PCB with probes added is shown. The loading of the
probes is cIearly visible.
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III In simulation "/finalcust /sophois30pnomproberf.sdif' of march the 29th 1995 at
16:04:09 hours the picture as would have been seen on oscilloscope is shown.
The filtering of probes and oscilloscope removes the harmonies.

IV In sÏJ;nulation "/finalcust /sophois30pnomvccanf.sdif' the measurement setup of
figure 9.4 is taken into account. Note that the time scale of the measurement is
50 nanoseconds per division. The waveforms of figure 9.4 are too close to be of
use to verify the form. The levels agree quite weIl though.

V In simulation "/finalcust /sophois30pnombufinbufoutf.sdif' the measurement setup
offigure 9.7 is taken into account. A close match can be seen, staying behindjust
two tenths of a Volt.

VI In simulation "/finalcust /sophois30pnombufindraminf.sdif' the measurement
setup of figure 9.8 is taken into account. A close match can be seen, staying
behind two tenths of a Volt.

The overshoot/undershoot levels of the measurements are worse than simulated.
Compared to the designer model, they also stay behind. So the nominal customer model
should have some more current drive capability.

There is a distinct difference between the form of the rising and the falling edge, having
much influence on the form of the reflection, in the case of the nominal customer
model. This is not or less clearly found in the case of the designer model. Probably the
different action of PMOS and NMOS transistors is smoothed by the edge control, being
a feedback control system. As the intrinsic behaviour of the customer model is directly
responsible for resulting output, the different action of PMOS and NMOS
transistors may show up more clear. Again the undershoot levels of the falling edge are
modelled better than the overshoot levels of the rising edge.

An reasonable match between measurements and simulations has been established.
Unfortunately a long measurement path has been modelled in between the real digital
signals on PCB and the replica' s seen on the oscilloscope, degrading accuracy of result.
Therefore of the real life on PCB is still relatively unknown. It should be kept in mind
that in the future non-invasive measurements may no langer be possible. Reliable
simulations will become crucial and measurement gear should be taken into account.
Nevertheless a closer measurement would be nice.

9.3.3 Package models

To demonstrate the unpredictable random character of the oscillations a simpIe case will
be picked out. It is the designer model with a standard load of 500 Ohms in parallel with
50 picofarads. The leadframe model consists of ideal inductors (see figure 9.9).
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In simulation "/model9 Ilvc244modeI9before.sdif' of april 3rd, 1995 at 08:38:56 hours
the output voltage VN(13) outside the leadframe and the supply voltage VN(99) inside
the leadframe are shown. Looking doser, some spurious oscillations are visible on the
VN(99).

In simulation "/model9 Ilvc244model9before.sdif' of april 3rd, 1995 at 08:37:53 hours
two supply voltages, VN(99) and VN(80), inside the leadframe are shown. They are
connected through a small resistor and are virtually the same. VN(80) is used to show
the oscillations magnified. The amplitude of the oscillation is a maximum of 20
milliVolts. The oscillation frequency is 2.5 gigaHertz. For this frequency the rise time
is about 118 picoseconds, which is about twice the propagation delay of a pin: reflections
become visible and the lumped model is no longer valid.

In simulatiori. "/model9 Ilvc244model9tline.sdif' the same voltages, VN(99) and VN(80),
are shown. Now, using transmission lines instead of inductors, the oscillations have
disappeared. The annoying part is that although the amplitude of the oscillations may be
small and even hardly visible, they are picked up by the automatic step size control,
effectively slowing down the simulation.

In simulation "/model9 Ilvc244model9.sdif', as before, the lumped inductor model has
been used. The only thing changed is the total simulation time, from 85 nanoseconds to
100 nanoseconds. Strangely, the oscillation seems to have disappeared. The reason is that
the automatic step size control takes a longer step when simulation time is increased.
Apparently the oscillation is missed by the simulator, showing its unpredictable nature.

But what is this fuzz over a 20 milliVolts top-top oscillation all about? WeIl, sometimes
the amplitude of the oscillation is far from small, ruining an otherwise fancy plot, as
demonstrated by "/lvcspice Ilvcspice.sdif'. The oscillation is at maximum 3 Volts top-top,
the same as VCe.

9.3.4 Power supply

Normally simulations are executed with the use of ideal voltage sources as supported by
the simulator. An ideal independent voltage source delivers a prescribed voltage no
matter what current is asked. It is therefore capable of delivering infinite power. In the
physical world no such source can exist. The rea1voltage source has a non zero output
impedance and a finite current capability. So the supply voltage will drop as a function
of the current delivered.

The speed of a CMOS circuit is quite sensitive to the supply voltage. The propagation
delay drops e.g. from 4.1ns at VCC= 3V3 to 21ns at VCC= IV2 for the LVC244D. An
interesting story is that in the development stage of the HLL family extra power supply
capacitance was added on the chip, thus creating an extremely effective fast current
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supply. The objective was to reduce the ground bounce, but the result was the opposite.
The explanation is a faster circuit with a steeper edge, causing an increased current spike
and thus more ground bounce. In the case of CMOS the P-channel MOS transistor's
source instead of the drain is directly connected to the power supply, the power supply
rejection ratio will be poor. In fact the power supply wiIl modulate the output current
just as weil as the gate does. In addition, an output impedance of the power supply will
cause current feedback at the source, effectively degrading the performance of the MOS
transistor. So an ill designed power supply can cause serious speed loss.

From a numerical point of view ideal voltage sources are not favourable either, for they
can easily cause instability during simulation. Often a correlation can be found between
what is physicaIly realisable and what is numericly computable. The ideal inductor e.g.,
non existent in nature, shows the same numerical instability. To demonstrate this, three
simulations from the development stage of the PCB models are added to the list of
simulations. The customer model is used together with transmission line models of the
PCB traces. The only variabie is the model of the power supply. The names of the files
are denoted as "/sopho /sopho?sdif'. For "?" a substitution of "0","1" and "2" must be
made. The "sophoO" simulation has an ideal power supply: the reflected wave step is
clearly visible and the osciIlations are hardly damped. The "sopho I" simulation is
equipped with an idealn-filter near the buffer, while a long transmission line is situated
in between tjle ideal voltage source and the n-filter: the power supply drops slightly but
the rising edge is about the same and a lot more oscillations occur. The next step is to
degrade the performance of the ideal inductor and capacitor by inserting their resistances
and parasitic capacitance and inductance respectively. So the "soph02" simulation is
modified with respect to the n-filter elements: this leads to a significant drop in the
power supply, resulting in a speed loss of the buffer and therefore a slower rising edge.
As the rise time becomes longer than twice the propagation delay the reflected wave
switching becomes vague. Also notabie is the fact that the oscillations are damped by the
added resistors.

9.4 Conclusions

The designer buffer model comes very close to the measurements in both level and
signal form. The nominal costumer buffer model stays some ten per cent behind in level,
but shows the right signal form. The probable cause for the level deficiency is a ten per
cent current deficiency. In fact, with respect to current and thus level, the designer model
is somewhere in between the customer nominal and fast model. So the slow model is far
too slow. The form of the reflection with the designer buffer model is different from the
signal farm .of the reflection with the nominal customer model. This is inherent to the
functioning of the output buffer: the designer model relies on an active feedback control
system, whereas the customer model relies on a cascaded passive resistor-capacitance
delay line. Nevertheless, when subject to a PCB application, both models function weIl
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and give good insight in the mechanisms occurring. Especially the falling edge shows
a lot of undershoot, 50, as the reflection is within, but on the edge of tolerance, some
form of termination may be considered. As all buffers are situated at the end of the PCB
trace, reflected wave switching is the most elegant solution. Hardly any speed is lost
when the switching is accomplished by the reflected in stead of the incident wave.

As it provides more stability and reduces oscillations, a transmission line model of a
leadframe is numerieally favourable. The reason is that a transmission line is a better
deseription of the leadframe for higher harmonies in the digital signa!.

A weIl designed power supply is of major importance for the performance of a CMOS
buffer, so the power supply too should be included in the modelling. As oscillations are
damped and stability is gained, a correctly modelled power supply is numerically
favourable either.
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10 PCB simulation
In the near future the PCB simulation will become just as important as IC simulation is
now. First the signals on the board itself have to be properly described. Next the radiated
part must comply with the international EMC standards.

10.1 Objective

The ultimate goal is to model the PCB and all of the components mounted on it. It
would be ideal if the simulator could generate a netlist directly from the PCB drawing.
Next, after combining the PCB model with the component modeis, a complete netlist of
the PCB together with all of the components should be acquired! This is easier said than
done, as not only a model of the PCB has to be generated, but also models of the
components have to be available. From the components, a lot will be ICs of which
models ought to be provided by the manufacturers. As this seems to imply that the
circuit schematics are there to be searched through by anyone who wants to, e.g.
competitors, the question is whether they will do so, . In order to make a PCB simulator
that is suitable for widespread use it should preferably be able to run on a PC, making
it available for almost everyone. The computational power of the PC has grown rapidly
during the last decade, but is still quite limited. So a requirement of the PCB model
should be that it is compact.

10.2 Methods

The choice for the right tooI depends on the demands of aspecific application and the
accuracy desired. The first question is the structure. Software for electromagnetic field
simulation can be divided into two categories. First, there are general field solvers which
simulate arbitrary three dimensional structures. Obviously, by including all of the
possibilities imaginable, a general method is rather inefficient and poses severe demands
on computational capabilities. Next, electromagnetic field solvers have been developed
specifically for planar structures. In this case, an order of magnitude in efficiency can
be gained. As the PCB has aplanar structure, an analysis tooi of this kind of structure
is in favor. The next question is accuracy. As the exact signal fOnTI is required for
analogue or hybrid (mixed analogue and digital) PCBs, a high accuracy is mandatory.
For digital purposes alone, a description in the form of delay, rise time and level is of
importance, which does not demand the same high level of accuracy. So a subdivision
of the planar structure method for reasons of accuraey can be made for digital and
analogue/hybrid circuits.
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10.3 QUAD Design Technology

QUAD Design Technology is a software house. One of their produets is a simulator for
PCBs. The PCB traces are modelled as transmission lines. Also mutual coupling between
the traces is modelled. The assumption of an ideal ground plane is made, which means
that the ground plane is assumed to have neither resistance nor inductance/capacitance.
So the accuracy is limited and as long as EMC simulation is excluded, simulations are
suited for digital circuits only. For EMC simulation the ideal ground plane assumption
no longer holds and the ground plane must be modelled including resistance, inductance
and capacitance. From [14] it became clear that there is a lot to be desired when proper
functioning ofthe program is concerned. It is not mature yet. Discussions at PCALE [30]
regarding the capabilities of the simulator revealed that claims from QUAD Design of
being able to model a specific PCB could not be proven within reasonable time. Thus
for the present QUAD Design does not seem to be capable of providing a fully
functional PCB simulator.

10.4 IBIS

IBIS is an acronym for 1/0 Buffer Information Specification. It is a standard for
electronic behavioral specification of integrated circuit input/output characteristics. IBIS
was first started by lntel Corporation but is now developed by a conglomeration of
companies, constituted by manufacturers of computers, integrated circuits and simulators,
among others QUAD Design Technology.

5

Elements of an IBIS model

I .
To give an lm
pression of the
IBIS model at
first glance, an
overview will
follow. The IBIS
model of an 1/0
structure consists
of five basic 1
elements (see
figure 10.1). In
short: a pull up
voltage/ current
source, a pull figure 10.1

down voltage/
current source, clamp diodes, ramp generators for the sources and a package model.
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An example of an 1/0 buffer model information sheet referring to the five basic
elements, is shown in figure 10.2. The VII source is a table of current capability at
different output voltage levels. In between values are calculated by interpolation.
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The pros of the
IBIS model are:
no revelation of ~~:.:-z~..~~.~:-, __e--_.
sensitive informa
tion about the ac
tual circuit sche
matic, an order of
magnitude increa
se in efficiency
compared with a
full SPICE simu
lation of the same
output buffer, mo
del availability be
fore component a
vailability and a
free availability of
the IBIS model.
The IBIS model is
supplied through figure 10.2

Internet. The cons
are: limited availability of ICs described in the IBIS format and adaptation of simulators
to the IBIS format.

Concerning model availability: a fuIl SPICE model used for designing purposes can
produce the V/I source table wished. So PCB design is possible in an early stage, with
help of the IBIS model. This possibility is speeding up application of les by cutting the
time between development and production.

10.5 FASTERIX

FASTERIX is a PCB simulation tooI with huge capabilities. lts development and basical
way of modelling wiU be discussed.

10.5.1 Historical perspective

From 1983 to 1989 the FACET project ran at PRL (Philips Research Laboratories)
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RedhilI. The objective was to develop a CAD (Computer Aided Design) tooI for
simulating the electromagnetic behavior of PCBs. The complexity of three dimensional
electromagnetic fields at frequencies of several hundred megahertz is such that
computational requirements become excessive. So in order to develop an efficient
strategy to reduce computational overhead without sacrificing accuracy, the major
objective of the project was to make use of the planar structure of a PCB.

Since FACET, development continued to improve the power and the application area of
the basic method. A new simulator has been developed: FASTERIX. What first was
omitted, namely radiation and susceptibility to incident fields, has now been modelled
and included into the simulator. Thus FASTERIX is capable of analogue as well as EMC
simulations. So the possibility is there to check whether a PCB complies with EMC
standards even before the physical PCB has been made [4J.

10.5.2 Model

Basically FASTERIX produces an equivalent circuit model of the PCB consisting of a
set of resistors, inductors and capacitors (see figure 10.3). The current flow through the
inductors and the charge in the capacitors model the real charge and current distributions
of the PCB. The resistors represent resistive as weIl as dielectric losses.

Equivalent circuit for a PCB.
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figure 10.3

More precisely: the PCB
is considered as a poly
gonal area subdivided
into inductive and capa
citive elements. To be
able to model arbitrarily
shaped polygonals, the
shape of an element is
quadrilateral (see figure
10.4). The supernodes
(marked with dots in fi
gure 10.4) are there for
numerical reasons. They
are generate~ to impro
ve efficiency. The spa
cing of the elements is
determined by the maxi
mum frequency for
which the model is va
lid. The higher the
maximum frequency,
the smaller the size of
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the element. The link is found in the relation between size and wavelength. The
conducting path should be no longer than a fraction of the wavelength. Normally a tenth
of the smallest wavelength is considered to be the maximum allowable conducting path.
FASTERIX uses an estimation as in (10.1), with frnax the maximum allowable frequency,
ernax the maximum dielectric constant present and Jlo the permeability of free space.

From the elèments inductance and capacitance is calculated. Finally a set of nodes is
generated in between which resistors, inductors and capacitances are to be found. The
result is a black box provided with beforehand specified connectors, which are used for
connection with components which are mounted on the PCB.
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.
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, ....'. .
Complex conductor pattern containing polygons lshadedl
and tracks. The dots mark supernodes.
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A slight point of
criticism may be
that components
themselves have
dielectric con
stants and conduc- ..
tors of their own,
which in turn
should be taken
into account when
calculating induc
tance and capaci
tance of the PCB.
That is, compo
nents should be
seen as an integral
part of the PCB.
Clearly, by doing
so things will not
become easier. On
the contrary, the
opposite is more
likely and the
matter might be- figure 10.4

come needlessly
complicated.
FASTERIX is a powerful tooI for analogue as weIl as mixed analogue/digital PCB
simulations. But even for relatively small PCBs FASTERIX poses enormous demands
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on the computational capability of a workstation, let alone a Pc. That is the main reason
why FASTERIX has been rejected as not suitable for this project.

10.6 Conclusions

When the major requirement of a PCB simulator is to be compact, some patience has to
be exercised. The meaning of compact of course is relative, as PC power is related to
time and will grow with it. While waiting, more efficient PCB simulators wiII come. A
drawback might be that PCB complexity wiIl grow as well, requiring more computational
power. Up till now two simulators have caught interest. QUAD Design basicaIly is the
right choice for digital PCBs. Unfortunately it is not working properly yet. FASTERIX
is fuIly functional, but (being meant for analogue applications) is [ar too sophisticated
for digital systems. Accurate as it is, so are the computational power demands. For
simple problems with a few traces, the easiest way to study PCB problems is to do it all
by hand. The transmission line model in SPICE or PSTAR than suffices as simulation
tooI. A point which has got no attention but is worthwhile mentioning is that EMC and
radio frequency simulation usually is executed in the frequency domain. Digital
simulation however is executed in the time domain, for its strong non-linear behavior
constitutes a barrier for Fourrier transformation. [1]
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11 Conclusions

In case of high speed logic ICs mounted on a PCB the analog side effect oftransmissive
behaviour occurs. Therefore a customer environment exhibiting transmissive behaviour
has been studied. Although on the edge of visibility, as the rise time of the IC output
buffer virtually equals twice the propagation delay of the PCB trace, all analog side
effects appear in the simulation. Effects like signal delay, heavy loading ofthe IC output
buffer by low characteristic impedance, reflection in case of mismatch between
characteristic impedance and termination resistance can only be explained by transmissive
behaviour. Thus a PCB trace should be described by means of transmission line theory.
In fact a PCB trace has always behaved transmissive, but transmissive behaviour did not
show up till now. With clock frequencies ever increasing, analog side effects become a
dominant factor in PCB design.

The nominal case of the customer output buffer model and designer output buffer model
show similar results when subject to the same model of the customer environment.
Therefore the nominal case of the customer output buffer model may be assumed as a
reasonable approximation of the designer output buffer model. A distinct difference
between the two models is the implementation ofthe edge control. In the designer model
the edge control is implemented as an active control system with an ingenious feedback
loop. In the customer model the approximation of the formerly mentioned active system
is a passive RC delay line. The difference between the two systems is clearly
demonstrated by the difference in the IC output buffer waveform, when performing
reflected wave switching. The step of reflected wave switching is quite cIear in case of
the customer model, whereas in case of the designer model the step is rather vague. The
nominal case of the customer output buffer model may be assumed as areasonabIe
approximation of the designer output buffer model, the slow case of the customer model
however is far too slow, while the fast case is too fast. Maybe production process
toleranee can account for those extreme cases once in a while, but the sample tested did
not. The question is to which measure the active control system suppresses the effects
ofprocess tolerance, so that variation in IC output buffer characteristics may be less than
expected from tolerance alone.

The measurement tools used had a great effect on the resulting waveforms as appearing
on the oscilloscope. The resistive loading of the passive probes may have been
negligible, the capacitive loading was not. So active probes with low input capacitance
would have been a better choice. The filtering performed by both the probe and the
oscilloscope is caused by their limited bandwidth. The effect has been such that the edge
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of the digital signal step just came through, but not the harmonies. The resulting
waveforms visualised on the oscilloscope were therefore much smoother in reality on the
PCB traces. The signals stayed within the limits for proper functioning of the digital
system, but the opposite might have been the case. Thus be careful when performing
measurements. A probe should not interfere resistively or capacitively with the circuit.
Both probe and osciIIoscope should have ample bandwidth. In order to check if the
assumptions made are right, the measurement tools have to be included into the
simulation .

High speed ICs with high current drive capability are very sensltlve to leadframe
inductance, which causes dynamie noise phenomena as ground bounce and power supply
bounce, as current varies. Mounting an IC package on a PCB however means that the
leadframe is placed over a ground plane, while the plastic package acts as intermedium.
Considering a single pin of the leadframe over the ground plane is a completely different
issue. The return path for the current most likely wiII be the ground plane beneath the
pin, thus effectively reducing the self inductance. This means that PCB mounting of les
reduces ground bounce problems. But apart from package inductance there is package
capacitance. Considering the length of a pin, the temptation is to choose lumped
modelling of the capacitance. However as the capacitance is inherently distributed, it is
difficult to find the right for placement. The logical solution is to distribute both
capacitance and inductance, by modeIIing them as a transmission line with characteristic
impedance and time deIay. Though this idea may seem far-fetched, thc results indicate
the contrary. Scattering parameter analysis shows that while the reflection of the lumped
capacitor/inductor model of a pin becomes 100% for arbitrarily large frequencies, the
reflection of the distributed transmission line does not. The problem is that an ideal
inductor as used in a simulator is non existent. This physical absurdity is the cause of
numerical instability during many simulations, causing osciIIations as weIl as divergency.
The transmission line pin model has not shown those probIems so faro Above all should
be emphasised that owing to the huge amount of harmonies, the spectrum of an IC
output buffer is far from limited. These harmonies may weIl trigger undamped high
frequeney oscillations in the lumped capacitor/inductor pin model. Also the lumped
model wiII no langer hold for high harmonies.

The connection between leadframe and die is a gold bonding wire. As the diameter of
the wire is very small, a high portion of the tota1 resistance from die to PCB is to be
found in the bonding wire. The high speed of the logie ICs in conjunction with the
harmonies produced imposes the skin effect to be taken into account. The higher
resistanee of the gold wire for harmonies due to the skin effect may weIl damp high
frequeney oseiIIations effeetively.
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* SIMULAnON OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P BROUGHT BACK TO BASIC *
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* SIMULAnON OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P BROUGHT BACK TO BASIC *
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* SIMULATION MODULES OF CMOS LOGIC PARTS OF PHILIPS LVC FANIILY *
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* SIMULATION MODULES OF CMOS LOGIC PARTS OF PHILIPS LVC FAMILY *
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* SIMULATION MODULES OF CMOS LOGIC PARTS OF PHILIPS LVC FAMILY *
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/

0.0 40.0n 80.0n I20.0n
20.0n 60.0n 100.0n

Analysis: TR (LIN) T

User: nyprakt Simu1ation date: 06-02-95, 14:25:32

File: I/mos lSlloca1_user/nyprakt/alex/probe/philips3.sdif



Mar 16, 1995
17:00:36

* S020D package, pinl: L=6.87nH, C=175fF: S~parameters.

DB(Sll)
0.0

(LIN)
L--

V--10.0

v V V

~
V

-30.0
v .......v

V
Lv'

-50.0
v vV-

V
Lv'

-70.0
DB(S21) 0.0

(LIN)
--I--.

f'-... t--.
-10.0

-20.0 ~

"'"-30.0 '\

f\
1\

-40.0

-50.0

1.0M 100.0M 10.OG
10.OM l.OG 100.OG

Analysis: AC (LOG) F

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 16-03-95, 17:42:34

File: I/mos18/1ocaCuser/nypraktlalex/pinlhwclss.sdif



Mar 16, 1995
16:59:03

*S020n package, pinl: ZO=198 Ohm, tpd=34.7ps: S-parameters.



Apr21,1995
09:27:03

tPHLltPLH LVC244 typIWC. 2.7v 25/85C I chan. switch. LvcciLgnd=6.3nH
inclagrange_34000 (TR) FFf Hamming (alpha = 0.54)

zoom active
- yl-axis - 20.0

(LIN)

DB(VN(l3»

0.0 '\

~ vl\
-20.0 I In

\11 1\

~
-40.0

~ IA ,

-60.0
~
~
~ r--...

t--.."
-80.0 f1

~

'"Ï'-- t--..
1'--."

-100.0

10.OM 1.0G lOO.OG
lüO.OM IO.OG

Analysis: FOURIER (LOG) Frequency

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 21 Apr 95

File: inclagrange_34000



Apr 14, 1995
18:18:23

* SIMULATION MODULES OF CMOS LOGIC PARTS OF PHILIPS LVC FAMILY *

- y1-axis 

VN(20)

VN(lO)
----------
VN(40)---- ---.---- --- ----
VN(2)- - - --

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

(LIN)
I

I

I

I
I
I
1

,"

I ,

I , /; ---- ..-.. _---- -- -------- --- ---- -------- --------- ---- ------- ----- ---- ---- --- ---- --- _. -----, "';-...::. - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- -
I

,,
I /

I J
I

I I

rI

I
• I

I : I
: I

I

ij
I
I
I ,
I

,
I : I

I

I /
I

I
I

I

I
I

J
/

0.0 20.0n 40.0n
10.0n

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 14-04-95, 19:07:47

File: I/mos 18/local_user/nyprakt/alex/delay/lvc244customerrise.sdif

30.0n

(LIN)

50.0n

T



Apr 14, 1995
16:52:17

tPHLltPLH LVC244 typfWC. 2.7v 25/85C 1 chan. switch. LvcclLgnd=6.3nH

!J

- yl-axis

VN(13)

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

(LIN)

0.0

,
I
I,
I
I
I,
I

I
I,
I
I
I,,
,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
20.0n 40.0n

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 14-04-95, 17:29:34

File: IImos 18nocal_user/nypraktlalex/modeI9Ilvc244designerrise.sdif

10.0n 30.0n

(LIN)

50.0n

T



Apr 14, 1995
18:21:07

* SIMULATION MODULES OF CMOS LOGIC PARTS OF PHILIPS LVC FAMILY *

- yl-axis 

VN(20)

Y_l'!(!Qt _
VN(40)
--------- ---- ----.-

2'NJ2L __

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

-1.0

(LIN)

\

\

I
I

I

\
--------_.----~--- - -",\,

I '.~,

I ".'

I ~\\
I \\\

\ \\\
I \ \ \

I . \

I \~\.: \
I '\

I ,'\ ,__ ,
I " ,(',

\ '-Y, ,, ,

" "\ ..-'

0.0 20.0n 40.0n
10.0n

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 14-04-95, 19:11:14

File: IImos18nocal_user/nyprakt/alex/delaynvc244customerfall.sdif

30.0n

(LIN)

SO.On

T



Apr 14,1995
16:51 :31

tPHLltPLH LVC244 typIWC. 2.7v 25/85C 1 chan. switch. LvcclLgnd=6.3nH

Ana1ysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 14-04-95, 17:31 :07

File: //mos18I1oca1_user/nypraktla1ex/mode19I1vc244designerfall.sdif

- yl-axis- 5.0
(LIN)

I

VN(l3) I
I
I

VN(ll) I

---------- I

4.0
I

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

-1.0
0.0

1'\
I

\I
I
I,
I

I
I

I

1\
I
I
I
I

I

\I
\
I
I
I

~I

V ---

20.0n
10.0n 30.0n

(LIN)

40.0n
50.0n

T



Apr 14, 1995
18:37:11

* SIMULATION MODULES OF CMOS LOGIC PARTS OF PHILlPS LVC FAMILY *

I ,: I

:j//
" II (J

,',J

I

I

I

I

I

- yl-axis

VN(20)

VN(lO)
----------
~'}~~~~g) ---
~Nj2L __

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

(LIN)

0.0

I

I

I
I
r

I
I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

""

j! ~
, 1

.' 1
,'\/ 1

.. /

!/ ": 1

I
I

I

I,
I
I
I

.,.,
'.'

20.0n 40.0n

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 14-04-95, 19:26:51

File: //mos18Ilocal_user/nypraktlalex/delay11vc244customerrisetline.sdif

10.On 30.0n

(LIN)

50.0n

T



Apr 25, 1995
08:32:24

tPHLltPLH LVC244 typIWC. 2.7v 25/85C 1 chan. switch. LvcclLgnd=6.3nH

-yl-axis

VN(13)

VN(11)
----------

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

(LIN)
I
I
I
I
I
r
I
I
I

I
I
r
I
J

I
I
I

I
J

I
I
I
J

J

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
J

I
I

I
r
I
I
I

i)

1/
J

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 14-04-95,19:55:19

File: I/mos18/locaCuser/nypraktialex/mode19/lvc244designerrisetline.sdif

0.0
10.0n

20.0n
30.0n

(LIN)

40.0n
50.0n

T



Apr 14, 1995
18:36:11

* SIMULATION MODULES OF CMOS LOGIC PARTS OF PHILIPS LVC FAMILY *

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 14-04-95, 19:25:28

File: //mos18IlocaCuser/nyprakt/alex/delay11vc244customerfalltline.sdif

- y1-axis-

VN(20)

VN(lO)
---------~

VN(40)------------- -- ----
VN(2)

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

-1.0

(LIN)

0.0

I

\

I
I

\

I

I").,
I \'\

I ~,
\

\ '
\ .. \
I ~I ; '"
I \

\

\ \

I

I
I
I

10.0n

;:\\v:// "\,~\ \,. ,r \ I

" ~.,!' ,I. ,.,
\J

20.0n

/~---

30.0n

" ,--
"-'

(LIN)

40.0n
50.0n

T



Apr 14, 1995
18:57:48

tPHLltPLH LVC244 typIWC. 2.7v 25/85C 1 chan. switch. LvcclLgnd=6.3nH

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 14-04-95, 19:46:35

File: I/mos18/local_user/nyprakt/alex/modeI9/lvc244designerfalltline.sdif

- yl-axis

VN(l3)

VN(II)
----------

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

-1.0

(LIN)

0.0

I
\
I
I
1
I
I

I
1
1,
:Vi
I

1
I
I
1

~ 'î
I
I
I
I
I,
I

,
I
I
I
I
I
I

10.0n
20.0n

30.0n

(LIN)

40.0n
50.0n

T



Apr 3, 1995
13:23:21

* SIMULAnON OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING FUNCTIONAL MODEL 74LVC244D *

- yl-axis

VN(21)

VN(20)
----------
VN(22)
--- --- --_ .. -- --- ----

3.38

3.36

3.34

3.32

3.3

3.28

3.26

3.24

3.22

(LIN)

"
'I

11
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1
'I

: 1

1
1 ,I

11 ,I
1 ,I

, 1
,I

: 1 11

1 , , I

:~
i~I ,

I
" "1 1 1 " , 1 I

1
I

,

;/:w " I I,
I. I I

.~ I' "",.( I ,~ I --"! I '\ '_ ..\ t .. ",L L --'r ,', .,L\, "l"i'"'~.. --- _.. -- -----.-..... , .. ,..",.. , ....... ............................ __ ........ -.. \11 .. ~~ ~I
I '. I I 'J 1'.1 • ',' • , "" \

J , ,
.1, I It' , '" I, I, '\ " , ,

' ..... _..... 1 i' ,', I" 1 , 1 \' " I 1, ", " IJ' \ " \ I \'I I

'V ',I 1 :v ' I I' "
, J, , 1 I 11 ,

I' I I, 11 J

1 1 1

"I

"
I,1 1 :J , "I 1

I, 1 I
I, 1I
\ 11

11
1 ,

11
1
1

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 03-04-95, 13: 11: 10

File: Ilmos 18Ilocal_user/nypraktlalex/finaldesi/functionalfallfilteran.sdif

0.0
10.0n

20.0n
30.0n

(LIN)

40.0n
50.0n

T



Mar 31,1995
16:35:11

* SIMULATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING FUNCTIONAL MODEL 74LVC244D *

,.,,
, '" .
" ..,'
I,' ".,' "I,' .'
I,' ':

,
""::, ,.,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,

" ,
11 I,', I,

11 11, "
:: I" ::

:: h::: ::
: ::A " I : : •

" I I I 111
I I I I , I"

, ...
, '.'.'V

""~

:V':, ., ,
~ .,..'.:

, ,, ., ,, ,, ,, ,, ,.,
"
"
"
"

I I I, I,
I I ",I. "
I I "
I, "
" "
" "\: ~

vV
" ,
" ,

(LIN)

3.3

3.36

3.32

3.26

3.34

3.24

3.28

- y1-axis-

VN(21)

VN(22)
----------
VN(20)

3.22
0.0 20.0n 40.0n

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 31-03-95, 15:04:07

File: IImos18/local_user/nyprakt/alex/finaldesi/functionalriseminusprobe.sdif

10.0n 30.0n

(LIN)

50.0n

T



Mar31,1995
14:18:58

* SIMULATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING FUNCTIONAL MODEL 74LVC244D *

- y1-axis -

VN(l4)

VN(24)
----------
VN(23)
-------------------
~NJ.6L __
VN(20)
--------

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

-1.0

(LIN)

0.0

/

/

I
/

/

I

/

I
/

I

/ dl
':

fo'

j 'If,', :
I •, :

I .:
I '

~-"~

I
r.. /..

... /\. .
: /, /\

20.0n 40.0n

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simu1ation date: 31-03-95, 15:04:07

File: //mos 18/loca1_user/nyprakt/alex/finaldesi/functionalriseminusprobe.sdif

10.0n 30.0n

(LIN)

50.0n

T



Mar 31,1995
14:24:02

* SIMULATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING FUNCTIONAL MODEL 74LVC244D *

-yl-axis- 5.0
(LIN)

VN(l4)

VN(24)--------_.
VN(23)
--- -- ----- --_ .... - ---

~Ni6L __
VN(20)--------

4.0

1----------
3.0

2.0

/

1
1.0 1

1
1

1
0.0

-1.0

1
1

1
1 - ,, ,

I' (11 I:

1 r
1 J

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 31-03-95, 15:09:28

File: //mos18/local_user/nypraktlalexlfinaldesi/functionalriseplusprobe.sdif

0.0
10.0n

20.0n
30.0n

(LIN)

40.0n
50.0n

T



Mar 31,1995
14:23:07

* SIMULATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING FUNCTIONAL MODEL 74LVC244D *

- yl-axis 

VN(114)

VN(124)
----------
y~Q_?~L _
VN(106)- - - --
VN(120)--------
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Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 31-03-95,15:09:28

File: Ilmos 18/local_user/nypraktlalex/finaldesi/functionalriseplusprobe.sdif

0.0
10.On

20.0n
30.0n

(LIN)

40.0n
50.0n

T



Mar 31,1995
14:28:13

* SIMULATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING FUNCTIONAL MODEL 74LVC244D *

- yl-axis -

VN(l20)

3.33

3.32

3.31

3.3

3.29

3.28

3.27

3.26

3.25

(LIN)

{\

\c
v

'\ n

I \\ ~"" '\ I V ~

~ I
\ \/

v

V
~

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 31-03-95,15:15:34

File: I/mos 18/local_user/nyprakt/alex/finaldesi/functionalrisevcc.sdif

0.0
10.On

20.0n
30.0n

(LIN)

40.0n
SO.On

T



Mar 31,1995
14:08:48

* SIMULATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING FUNCTIONAL MODEL 74LVC244D *

J

- yl-axis-

VN(l14)

VN(106)----------

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

-1.0

(LIN)

0.0

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I /

/

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I

20.0n 40.0n

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 31-03-95, 14:42: 10

File: I/mos18/locaLuser/nyprakt/alex/finaldesi/functionalrisebufinbufout.sdif

10.On 30.0n

(LIN)

50.0n

T



Mar 31,1995
14:12:10

* SIMlTLATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING FUNCTIONAL MODEL 74LVC244D *

- y1-axis-

VN(l23)

VN(l06)
----------

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

-1.0

(LIN)

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
/

/

/

I

I
)

Analysis: TR (LIN)

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 31-03-95, 14:55:25

File: //mos18/locaCuser/nypraktJalex/finaldesi/functionalrisebufindramin.sdif

0.0
10.0n

20.00
30.00

40.0n
50.0n

T



Apr 3,1995
12:14:02

* SIMULATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING FUNCTIONAL MODEL 74LVC244D *

- y1-axis 

VN(l4)

VN(24)
----------
VN(23)
----- --------- -----

~Ni6L __
VN(20)--------

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

-1.0

-2.0

(LIN)
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Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 03-04-95, 12:54:03

File: IImos 18/loca1_user/nyprakt/alex/finaldesi/functionalfallminusprobean.sdif

0.0
10.0n

20.0n
30.0n

(LIN)

40.0n
50.0n

T



Mar 31, 1995
14:57:09

* SIMULATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING FUNCTIONAL MODEL 74LVC244D *

~::,'::-:. ' /' -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
\ \ "\

'I~, ol, ,
\ ' /," \ /}

\ \ / ,

" '- / ", ', '
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\

\

\
\

\
\

\

\

\
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\

\

\
\

\

\
\

(LIN)

1.0

0.0

2.0

4.0

5.0

3.0

-1.0

- yl-axis

VN(14)

VN(24)----------
VN(23)---- _.... ----- -- -- _.. -
VN(6)- - - --
VN(20)
--------

-2.0
0.0 20.0n 40.0n

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 31-03-95,15:33:02

File: IImos 18/locaLuser/nypraktialex/finaldesi/functionalfallplusprobe.sdif

10.0n 30.0n

(LIN)

50.0n

T



Mar 31, 1995
14:56:26

* SIMULAnON OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING FUNCTIONAL MODEL 74LVC244D *

\

(LIN)

\
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~----------~~\-------~~~--------------------
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- 'y1-axis 

VN(114)

VN(124)
----------
VN(l23)
- ---- - - - - ----- -----

VN(106)
- - - --
VN(l20)
--------

0.0 20.0n 40.0n
30.0n1O.0n

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 31-03-95,15:33:02

File: I/mos18/locaLuser/nypraktJalex/finaldesi/functionalfallplusprobe.sdif

(LIN)

50.0n

T



Apr 3, 1995
12:07:56

* SIMULATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING FUNCTIONAL MODEL 74LVC244D *

- yl-axis - 3.31

VN(l20)

3.305

3.3

3.295

3.29

3.285

3.28

3.275

3.27

3.265

(LIN)

f\

(\

f\ (\

rJi ~ Nw~~

\ v V\J

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 03-04-95, 12:45: 15

File: Ilmos 18Ilocal_user/nypraktlalex/finaldesi/functiona1fallvccan.sdif

0.0
10.0n

20.0n
30.0n

(LIN)

40.0n
50.0n

T



Mar 31, 1995
14:47:11

* SIMULATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING FUNCTIONAL MODEL 74LVC244D *

- y1-axis - 5.0
(LIN)

,
\

VN(l23) \
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VN(106) \
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Analysis: TR (LIN)

User: nyprakt Simu1ation date: 31-03-95,15:25:46

File: //mos18/loca1_user/nyprakt/alex/finaldesi/functionalfallbufindramin.sdif

0.0
10.0n

20.0n 40.0n
30.0n 50.0n

T



Mar31,1995
14:46:10

* SIMULATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING FUNCTIONAL MODEL 74LVC244D *

- yl-axis 

VN(114)
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----------
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(LIN)
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Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 31-03-95,15:20:30

File: //mos18/local_user/nypraktlalex/finaldesi/functionalfallbufinbufout.sdif

0.0
10.On

20.0n
30.0n

(LIN)

40.0n
50.0n

T



Apr 6, 1995
09:05:11

* SIMULATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING 74LVC244D *

- yl-axis 

VN(l4)

VN(23)
----------

VN(6)
- ---------- - - - -- ---

~Ni2Q2 __

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

(LIN)

:
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,

t
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\

I .... I " \
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I " \
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I- - - - - - - ../
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I,
I
I
I
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I

N
,, I, I, ,

, I

,, I, I,
, I

,, ,
,, I,

,..

J/..- -'

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 29-03-95, 15:34:53

File: I/mos18IlocaCuser/nyprakt/alex/finalcust/sophois30pnomr.sdif

0.0
10.0n

20.0n
30.0n

(LIN)

40.0n
50.0n

T



Apr 6,1995
09:35:26

* SIMULAnON OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING 74LVC244D *

• I ,

// 'f--..-..--
- - - - ~ l- /--Î~ ~~-=__=;:...-::o=~'__'I=_'--'""~~"---=~~f'-=~~~~~=_j....... -- ,'J ~ .... _ =- __

: /,

- yl-axis 

VN(14)

VN(23)
----------

VN(6)
--- - - ------ - - - - - ---

~NJ.2~ __

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

(LIN)

'- - -

0.0

,
,

,,,,,,,,
,,,

,,,,,,
,,

,
,

,

i/!
I
I
I
I,,,

20.0n 40.0n

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 29-03-95, 16:49:26

File: //mos18nocal_user/nypraktlalex/fina1custlsophois30pnomprober.sdif

10.0n 30.0n

(LIN)

50.0n

T



Apr 6, 1995
09:36:17

* SIMULATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING 74LVC244D *

- yl-axis 

VN(l14)

VN(l23)----------
VN(l06)----------- ----- ---
VN(l20)
- - - --

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

(LIN)
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I
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f
f
f
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"
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I
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f
, f,, I, I,

I
,, I. I-. "

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 29-03-95, 16:49:26

File: Ilmos ISnocaLuser/nypraktlalex/finalcustlsophois30pnomprober.sdif

0.0
10.On

20.0n
30.0n

(LIN)

40.0n
50.0n

T



Mar 29,1995
15:44:49

* SIMULAnON OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING 74LVC244D *

- yl-axis - 3.33
(LIN)

VN(l20)

A3.32 I

3.31

Ana1ysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simu1ation date: 29-03-95, 16:30: 15

File: /lmos18Iloca1_user/nyprakt/alex/finalcustJsophois30pnomvccr.sdif

3.3

3.29

3.28

3.27

3.26

3.25
0.0

\
\v

1O.0n

!

\
/

v

20.0n
30.0n

--

40.0n

(LIN)

50.0n

T



Mar 29,1995
15:28: 17

* SIMULATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING 74LVC244D *

- yl-axis -

VN(114)

VN(106)

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

(LIN)
---/

I
I

I
I

I
I

I

I
I

I
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1
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1
1

1
1

1

1
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1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

)1
1

1
1

1
1

I

""

Analysis: TR (LIN)

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 29-03-95, 16:18:31

File: //mos 18/1ocaLuser/nyprakt/alex/finalcust/sophois30pnombufinbufoutr.sdif

0.0
10.0n

20.0n
30.0n

40.0n
50.0n

T



Mar 29, 1995
15:39:08

* SIMULAnON Of CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING 74LVC244D *

)

- y1-axis -

VN(l23)

VN(l06)

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

(LIN)

0.0

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

""

I
I

I
I

I
I I

"I
I

I

I

I
I

I
I

20.0n 40.0n

Analysis: TR (LIN)

User: nyprakt Simu1ation date: 29-03-95, 16:30:59

File: I/mos18/1ocaCuser/nyprakt/alexlfinalcust/sophois30pnombufindraminr.sdif

10.0n 30.0n 50.0n

T



Apr 6,1995
09:06:57

* SIMULATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING 74LVC244D *

-yl-axis-

VN(l4)

VN(23)
----------
VN(6)
----- --- ---. -------
VN(20)
- - - --

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

(LIN)
,,

,
,,,

,

\.
,,

.... \\
-------------------

1.0

0.0

-1.0

11 \?
I I

I 1

\ 1

\ 1
\ 1

~ - /

0.0 20.0n 40.0n

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 29-03-95, 16:01 :43

File: /Imos 18nocal_user/nyprakt/alex/finalcust/sophois30pnomf.sdif

10.0n 30.0n

(LIN)

50.0n

T



Mar 29, 1995
16:03:02

* SIMULATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING 74LVC244D *

- yl-axis -

VN(l4)

VN(24)
----------
VN(23)
-----------------.-
VN(6)
- - - --
VN(20)
--------

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

-1.0

(LIN)

0.0

\

\

\
\

\

\

\ \'.\ "
\ \ ;

\ "
\ \',
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\ I"

\ \\,
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\ K
\\ \~\',I

\ ; \

; \

\ ... \

'.\~
\ \ ~
\" ",'
, .... - I, .
\. "..........

20.0n

--------------------

40.0n

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 29-03-95, 16:48:49

File: I/mos18/local_user/nyprakt/alex/finalcust/sophois30pnomprobef.sdif

10.0n 30.0n

(LIN)

SO.On

T



Mar 29,1995
16:04:09

* SIMULAnON OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING 74LVC244D *

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 29-03-95, 16:48:49

File: /Imos 18Ilocal_user/nypraktlalex/finalcustlsophois30pnomprobef.sdif

- yl-axis

VN(l14)

VN(l24)
----------
VN(l23)------- --------- ---

VN(106)- - - --

~~Q~Ol__ .

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

-1.0

(LIN)

0.0

"
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\

\
\

\

10.On

\

\

\
\

",~.-----------

\ \ "

\
'

\ .
\ '.

I'.
I"I'

I"

\

\
\

\
\

\

20.0n
30.0n

(LIN)

40.0n
50.0n

T



Mar 29,1995
15:43:37

* SIMULATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING 74LVC244D *

- yl-axis - 3.31
(LIN)

VN(l20)

~3.3
\

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 29-03-95, 16:29:40

File: I/mos18/1ocaCuser/nypraktialex/finalcustisophois30pnomvccf.sdif

3.29

3.28

3.27

3.26

3.25
0.0

10.0n

\

v

20.0n
30.0n

(LIN)

40.0n

---

50.0n

T



Mar 29,1995
15:27:30

* SIMULAnON OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING 74LVC244D *

-yl-axis- 5.0
(LIN)

VN(114)

VN(106)
----------

4.0
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\
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\
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\

\
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2.0

1.0

0.0
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\
\

\
\
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\
\

\
\

\ \
\

\

\
\

\

\
\

\ \

Analysis: TR (LIN)

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 29-03-95, 16: 18:00

File: /Imos 18nocal_user/nyprakt/alex/finalcust/sophois30pnombufinbufoutf.sdif

0.0
10.0n

20.0n
30.0n

40.0n
50.0n

T



Mar 29,1995
15:40:24

* SIMULATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING 74LVC244D *

- yl-axis

VN(l23)

VN(l06)
----------

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

-1.0

(LIN)
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\
\

\
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\
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\
\

\
\

\

\

\,\\
\

\

/ ~

V
Analysis: TR (LIN)

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 29-03-95, 16:24:08

File: I/mos 18Ilocal_user/nyprakt/alex/finalcust/sophois30pnombufindraminf.sdif

0.0
10.On

20.0n
30.0n

40.0n
50.0n

T



Apr 3, 1995
08:38:56

tPHLltPLH LVC244 typIWC. 2.7v 25/85C 1 chan. switch. LvcclLgnd=6.3nH

VN(13)

VN(99)

3.0

2.5

1.5

SOO.Om

-SOü.Om

3.5

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

(LIN)

0- t"

I \ /

/ \ /
) \V'

)

(LIN)

~ J\rv' VVV '"'"I
/
/

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 30-03-95, 13:42:37

File: //mos18/locaLuser/nyprakt/alex/modeI9/lvc244modeI9before.sdif

0.0
10.On

20.0n
30.0n

40.0n
SO.On

60.0n
70.0n

(LIN)

80.0n
90.0n

T



Apr 3, 1995
08:37:53

tPHLltPLH LVC244 typfWC. 2.7v 25/85C 1 chan. switch. Lvcc/Lgnd=6.3nH

zoom active

VN(80) 2.72

2.71

2.7

2.69

(LIN)

VN(99)
2.68

3.5

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

(LIN)

" /1 n "
~

~

I
-y Vvv

I
I

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 30-03-95, 13:42:37

File: IImos18/local_user/nyprakt/alex/modeI9/lvc244modeI9before.sdif

0.0
10.0n

20.0n
30.0n

40,On
50.0n

60.0n
70.0n

(LIN)

80.0n
90.0n

T



Apr 4,1995
13:30:14

tPHUtPLH LVC244 typIWC. 2.7v 25/85C 1 chan. switch. LvcclLgnd=6.3nH

zoom active

VN(80) 2.72

2.71

2.7

2.69

(LIN)

v 'V

VN(99)
2.68

3.5

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

(LIN)

f
/

:1

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 30-03-95,14:36:18

File: //mos 18/locaCuser/nyprakt/alex/modeI9/lvc244modeI9tline.sdif

0.0
10.0n

20.0n
30.0n

40.0n
50.0n

60.0n
70.0n

(LIN)

80.0n
90.0n

T



Apr 3,1995
09: 17:31

tPHLltPLH LVC244 typIWC. 2.7v 25/85C 1 chan. switch. LvcclLgnd=6.3nH

zoom active

VN(80) 2.72

2.71

2.7

2.69

(LIN)

v

VN(99)
2.68

3.5

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

(LIN)

I
I

11

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 30-03-95, 13:36:02

File: //mos 18IlocaLuser/nyprakt/alex/modeI9Ilvc244modeI9.sdif

0.0 40.0n
20.0n 60.0n

(LIN)

80.0n
lOO.On

T



Dec 15, 1994
10:10:15

* SIMULATION MODULES OF CMOS LOGIC PARTS OF PHILlPS LVC FAMILY *

- y1-axis

VN(2)

Y!~QQt _
VN(l4)
---- ---- ------- ----

VN(16)
- - - --
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(LIN)
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Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simu1ation date: 15-12-94, 10:49:24

File: I/mos 18noca1_user/nypraktla1exnvcspice.sdif

0.0
5.0n

1O.0n
15.0n

20.0n
25.0n

(LIN)

30.0n
35.0n

T



Apr 19,1995
14:18:07

* SIMULATION MODULES OF CMOS LOGIC PARTS OF PHILlPS LVC FAMILY *

- y1-axis 

VN(214)

VN(220)
----------
VN(206)
-------- -- ---------

VN(l)
--------

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

(LIN)

0.0

'\
/ \

I l',
I :'
, "

-----/-/
J,'

20.0n 40.0n
10.0n

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 09-01-95, 10:54:38

File: Ilmos 18/1ocal_user/nypraktlalex/sopho/sophoO.sdif

30.0n

(LIN)

50.0n

T



Apr 19,1995
14:19:44

* SIMULATION MODULES OF CMOS LOGIC PARTS OF PHILlPS LVC FAMILY *

- yl-axis 

VN(214)

VN(220)
--------- ..

~~~?_~L .. __ .
~NJIL __

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

(LIN)

0.0

,
,,,,,,,

,,
,,,

r

20.0n 40.0n
10.0n

Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 09-01-95, 10: 10:23

File: Ilmos 18llocal_user/nypraktlalex/sopho/sopho l.sdif

30.0n

(LIN)

50.0n

T



Apr 19,1995
14:23:41

* SIMULATION MODULES OF CMOS LOGIC PARTS OF PHILlPS LVC FAMILY *

,.

"I v
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~
.,,--r- ,
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-yl-axis-

VN(214)

VN(220)--------- ..
VN(206)
-------- --------- -..

VNO)

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

(LIN)

0.0

zoom active

20.0n 40.0n 60.0n
10.0n 30.0n 50.0n

Analysis: TR (LIN) T

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 09-01-95, 14:42:07

File: I/mos 18nocal_user/nyprakt/alex/sopho/sopho2.sdif



Mar 31,1995
16:35:11

* SIMULATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING FUNCTIONAL MODEL 74LVC244D *

- yl-axis -

VN(21)

VN(22)---------.
VN(20)

3.36

3.34
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3.28

3.26

(LIN)
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Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 31-03-95, 15:04:07

File: I/mos 18IlocaLuser/nypraktJalex/finaldesi/functionalriseminusprobe.sdif
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10.0n
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30.0n

(LIN)

40.0n
50.0n

T



Apr 3, 1995
13:23:21

* SIMULATION OF CCS BOARD SOPHO IS30P USING FUNCTIONAL MODEL 74LVC244D *

- yl-axis 
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VN(20)----------
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(LIN)
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Analysis: TR

User: nyprakt Simulation date: 03-04-95, 13: 11: 10

File: Ilmos 18nocal_user/nypraktlalex/finaldesi/functionalfallfilteran.sdif

0.0
10.On

20.0n
30.0n

(LIN)

40.0n
50.0n

T
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